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Tn

Z(X/Fq, T) = exp( L - # X(F In))'n?! n l

Finally, I would like to dedicate this paper to the memory ofT. Honda.

1. Elementary Axiomatics, and the Hasse-Davenport Theorem. Con

sider a projective, smooth and geometrically connected variety X, say of
dimension d, over a finite field Fq • For each integer n 2:: 1, we denote by

X(F n ) the finite set of points of X with values in F n , and by # X(F n )q q q

the cardinality of this set. The zeta function Z(X/F q , T) of X over Fq is the

formal power series in T with Q_coefficients defined as

There are two approaches to the question, which differ more in style

than in substance. The first and longer is based on Honda's explicit
construction of the Dieudonne module of a formal group in terms of
"formal de Rham cohomology". The second, less elementary but more

efficient, is grounded in crystalline cohomology, particularly in the theory
of the de Rham- Witt complex. I hope the reader will share my belief that

there is something to be gained fr'om each of the approaches, and pardon

my decision to discusS both of them.

I would like to thank B. Dwork for many helpful discussions concerning

the original proof of Honda's conjecture. Whatever I know of the
Grothendieck-Mazur-Messing approach to Dieudonne theory through
exotic Ext's, I was taught by Bill Messing. I would also like to thank

Spencer Bloch for his encouragement when I was trying to understand
Honda's explicit Dieudonne theory, and Luc Illusie for gently correcting
some extravagent assertions I made at the Colloquium.

In this paper, I will discuSSthe cohomological genesis of formulas of

the sort discovered by Honda. The basic idea is that the reciprocal zeroes

of zeta are the eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphism of a suitable
cohomology group; if this group, together with the action of Frobenius

upon it, can be made sufficiently explicit, one obtains the desired "explicit
formulas"

p-adic valuation and the first non-vanishing p-adic digit in the p-adic
expansion of a Jacobi sum!
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Introduction. Hasse [20] and Hasse-Davenport [21] were the first to
realize the connection between exponential sums over finite fields and

the theory of zeta and L-functions of algebraic varieties ()ver finite fields.
This connection was exploited by Weil; one of the very first applications

that Weil gave of the then newly proven "Riemann Hypothesis" for curves
over finite fields was the estimation of the absolute value of Kloosterman

sums (cf[46]). The basic idea (cf[20]) is that by using the theory of
L-functions, one can express the negative of such an exponential sum as
the sum of certain of the reciprocal zeroes of the zeta function itself;

because the magnitude of these zeroes is given by the' 'Riemann Hypo

thesis," one gets an estimate. In a fixed characteristic p~ the estimate one

gets in this way for all the finite fields F pn is best possi ble. On the other
hand, very little is known about the variation with P of the absolute
values, even for Kloosterman sums, though in this case there is a conjec

ture, of Sato-Tate type, which seems inaccessible at present.

One case in which the problem of unknown variation with p does not

arise is when the expression of the exponential sum as a sum of reciprocal
roots of zeta reduces to a sum consisting of a single reciprocal root; then

the Riemann Hypothesis tells us the exact magnitude ()f the exponential
sum. Conversely, an elementary argument shows that in a certain sense,
this is the only case in which such exact knowledge of the magnitude of

exponential sums can arise, and it shows further that a theorem of Hasse
Davenport type always results from such exact knowledge. Examples of

exponential sums of this sort are Gauss sums and Jacobi sums.

Honda was the first to suggest that the identification of say, Ja'cobi

sums, wi th reciprocal zeroes of zeta functions could als() lead to significant
non-archimedean information about Jacobi sums. A few years before

his untimely death, Honda conjectured a p-adic limit formula for Jacobi
sums in terms of ratios of binomial coefficients ([23>]). I gave an over

complicated proof (in a letter to Honda of Nov. 19'71) which managed
to shed no light whatever on the meaning of the formula. Recently,
B.H. Gross and N. Koblitz [14] showed that Honda's limit formula was

really an exact p-adic formula for Jacobi sums in terms of products of
values of Morita's p-adic r-function; as such. it constituted the first

im provcment in this century over Stickelberger's formula which gave the
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Thanks to Deligne [6], we know that this zeta function has a unique
expression as a finite alternating product of polynomials Pi (T) e Z[T] ,i= 0, .... ,2d :

2d (_1/+1 P P p
Z(X/Fq , T) = IT Pi(T) = 1 3'" 2d-l

;=0 POP2 ..• P2d

in which each polynomial Pi (T) e Z[T] is of the form
degPj

Pj(T) = IT (1- a:T)I.J
j=1

with IX i.j algebraic integers such that
i

I a:iJ I = .;q
for any archimedean absolute value I Ion the field Q of all algebraic
n um bers. The extreme polynomials PO'P 2d are given explicitly:

Po(T) = (l - T) ,P2d (T) = (I - q d • T)

Despite this apparently "elementary" characterization of the poly
nomials Pi (T), their true genesis is cohomologicaI. Let us recall this
briefly.

For each prime number l different from the characteristic p of Fq, let
us denote by H; (X) the finitely generated Z,-module defined as

i . I - n

H, (X) = hmHetale (X ®Fq ,Zjl Z).~°

Corresponding to the prime p itself, we denote by W(Fq) the ring of
p-Witt vectors of Fq, and by Hier;s (X) the finitely generated
W(Fq )-module defined as

Hier;s(X) = li!EH~ris(XjWn (Fq ».
n

The Frobenius endomorphism F of X relative to Fq acts, by functoriality,
on these various cohomology groups H; (X) for l + p, and Hieris(X);
and F induces automorphisms of the corresponding vector spaces
H; (X) ® Q" H ~ris(X) ® K (K denoting the fraction field of

Z, W(fq)

W (F q ». The polynomial Pi (T) e Z[T] which occurs in the factorization
of the zeta function is then given cohomologically by the formulas

168
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Pj(T) = det(l-TFIH~(X)®Q,)forl+p

Pi (T) = det (I - TF\ Hieri,(X) ® K).

The resulting formula for zeta as the alternating product of

characteristic polynomials of F on the Hi, in each of the cohomology
theories H;(X)®Q, for l + p, H~ris(X) ® K, is equivalent, via
logarithmic differentiation, to the identities in those theories

#X(Fqo) = .L (_I)i trace (FnIHi). for all n ~I.

By viewing the set X(F qO) as the set of fixed points ofFn acting on X(Fq),
this identity becomes a Lefschetz trace formula

#Fix(Fo)= .L (_I)i trace (FOIHi) alln~1

for F and its iterates in each of our cohomology theories. If we take as
given these Lefschetz trace formulas, then the identification of Pj with

det (l - FT IHi) is equivalent to the assertion:

On any of the groups H;(X)®Q, with l + p,

Hieris(X)® K, the eigenvalues of F are alge
braic integers all of whose archimedean absolute

values are .;q i.

In fact, there is not a great deal more that is known about the action of
F on the H;(X)®Q, for 1+ p, and on Hieris(X)®K. It is stilI not

known, for example, whether the action of F on these cohomology groups
is always semi-simple when i > I. (That it is when i = I results from the
theory of abelian varieties).

Suppose that a finite group G operates on X by Fq -automorphisms.
Let us choose a number field E big enough that all complex representa
tions of G are realizable over E, and whose residue fields at all p-adic

places contain Fq . (For example, the field Q(, q -1' 'N)' where N is the
I.c.m. of the orders of elements of G, is such an E). We denote by A an

I-adic place of E, I + p, and by P a p-adic place of E. Thus E ,\ is a finite
extension of Q" and Ep is a finite extension of K.

Let M be a finite dimensional E-vector space given with an action ofG,

say p: G~Aut E (M). The associated L-function L(XjFq, p, T) is the
formal power series with E-coefficients defined as

169
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:::::Hieri,(X)®W(Fq),

~ i}f,2tracep(g- ') 2 (-1/ trace(F"gIH').
g.G

To check this last equality, we would like to invoke the Lefschetz trace

formula, not for Fn , but for F" g, with g an automorphism ofjinite order

which commutes with F; this amounts to invoking the Lefschetz trace

formula for Fg on X and on all its "extensions of scalars" X ® F q" . But

an elementary descent argument shows that given an automorphism g of
finite order which commutes with F, there is another variety X' IFq

together with an isomorphism X ® f\ ~X' ® F q under which F g ® 1
corresponds to F ® 1. Because this isomorphism also induces
isomorphisms of cohomology groups

H;(X t" H~, (X'®f\,Z,)~Hi(X®Fq,Z/)df"H;(X),

Hieri>(X')®W(Fq) ~ Hieri,(X'®Fq)~ Hieri>(X® Fq):::::

Equivalently, we must check that

;G2 tracep(g-I) # Fix(Fng)

= 2(_1)itrace(l®Fn\(M ®Hi)G)

= 2(-1)i -k2 trace(g®FngIM®Hi)g.G

2 (_l)i #lG2tracep(g).trace(FngIHi)g.G

Let us recall the derivation of these formulas. We first observe that the

characteristic polynomial of F on HomG(M,Hi) ~ (M ®Hi)GC M®Hi
divides det(l _ FT\Hi)diml~), and he~ce the eigenvalues of F on

Hom G(M,H') are algebraic integers, all of whose archimedean absolute
values are.[O.i. So it remains only to verify that the alternating product
of those characteristic polynomials is indeed the L-function, i.e. that

L(X/Fq ,p,T) = TI det(l - FT I(M ® Hi)G )1-1)i+l,

(l - ex ij.p T)
j=l

degP i,p

IT

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

Pi,p (T) =

2d

IT (_I)i+1
L(X/Fq, p, T) = i=O P i,p (T) ,

are of the form

with algebraic integers 0: ij,p such that

10:" 1= rqilJ,P tV'i

for any archimedean absolute value \ Ion the field Q of all algebraic
numbers.

The cohomological expression of these pi•p is straighforward (cf[18]).
Because the action of G is "defined over F q ", it commutes with F, and
therefore the induced action of G on the cohomology commutes with the
action of F. Therefore G, acting by composition, induces automorphisms

of the E" -vector spaces, 1=1= p,

HomE [GJ(M ® E", H; (X) ® E,,).,\ E Z,

and of the Ep -vector spaces

HomE [G)(M®Ep, Hieris(X)<8> Ep).p E W(Fql

The polynomials Pi, p (T) E E[T] are given by the formulas

Pi (T) = det(l- TF I Hom E [GJ(M <8>E "H; (X) <8>E, )) fort =1= p• p " E" Z, "

Pi (T)=det(I-TF\HomE [GJ(M<8>Ep,H~ris(X)<8> Ep)).,p P E WIFql

which

(""'Tn 1 "'" -1 . n)L(X/Fq,p,T)=exp Ln' #G L...t tr(p(g )) # F1X(F g)
n?1 g.G

where Fix (Fn g) denotes the finite set of fixed points of Fn g acting on

X(Fq). We recover the zeta function ofX/Fq by taking for p the regular
representation of G. The usual formalism of zeta and L-functions gives

IT deg(p)Z(X/Fq, T) =, L(X/Fq, p, T)plrred

It follows from Deligne's results that for any representation p, we have

a unique expression for the corresponding L-function as an alternating

product of polynomials P i,p (T) E E [T),

----------------------------,--~~---------------,..,.."""' ••••---------'"""- ••••••••.""'"•••••••••~ ••••••••••- •••.••••.••••.•-~"'!!'!'l!'l!!'!:~•••••• -
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the truth of the Lefschetz formula for Fg on X results from its truth for
FonX'.

Let us now consider in greater detail the case of an irreducible p. Then

Pi, is a polynomial whose degree is the common multiplicity of p in anyP ..

of the H; (X) ® E A' I =f=. p, or in H'eris(X) ® E p • Decomposing the
regular representation leads to the factorization

Jqion

(3) For all n ;:::I, we have

I S( X/Fq, p,n) I

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

(2) For all n ;:::I, we have

(_I/o S( XjFq,p,n) = ( (_I/o S( Xj~, p,l) l ,
and I S(XjFq, p,l) I =Jqio

( I) The multiplicity of p in Hio is one, and the multiplicity of p in Hi is
zero if i =1= io·

P (T)deg(p)I,p
IT

pirred
Pi(T) =

The coarser factorization

;~.

The following lemma gives the cohomological meaning of theorems of
Hasse-Davenport type (cf(20]).

corresponds to the decomposition of H~ (X) ® E", resp Hieris(X)® Ep,
into p-isotypical components

S(XfFq , p,n) = #IG 2 tr(p(g» # Fix(Fn g -1).
geG

LEMMA I.I. Let X/Fq be projective and smooth. Let afinite group G

operate on X by Fq-automorphisms, and let p be an irreducible complex
representation of G. Fi4 an integer io' and denote by Hi" anyone of the

cohomology groups H;O(X) ®E, with I =1= p, or Hi':.i' (X)<8> Ep.z, A _ w(Fq)

Let I I be anyarchimedean absolute value on the field Q of all algebraic
numbers. The following conditions are equivalent:

andfor i =1= io' we have P (T) = I.I.p

(6) The p-isotypical component (H';P = 0 for i =1= io' (HiOl has dimen
sion = deg ( p ), and F operates on (Hi 0 ) p as the scalar

(_I/o S(XjFq,p,I).

Proof This is an easy exercise, using the basic identities:

(4) For all n;:::I, we have

IS(XjFq, p,n) I = IS(XjFq, p,1) 10

and Jqio $1 S(XjFq, p, 1)1 < .[ql+io

(5) The polynomial Pio'P(T) is given by

P (T)=I-(-I/oS(XjFq,p,I)T
IO,p

f ~ Tn . I l)i+1expeL -n-S(X/Fq,p,n»=L(X/Fq,p,T)=l!Pi,p(T)-

l PI. (T)= IT (I-a: T).,Ia: I=JqI

p . I.J.p IJ.pI

ldegp; =multiplicityofpinH' =_1- ·dim«Hi)P).'p deg(p)

Suppose, first, that (I) holds, or equivalently that for i =1= io, pi,p (T) =.1,

while Pio.p is a linear polynomial PiO'p (T) = (I - AT) with I A 1= Jq I".
The cohomological expression for L then becomes

( ~ Tn ) ( I ) (- 1110exp LnS(X/Fq ,p,n) = I - AT .

(P i,p(T) deg(p))II
pirTed

Pj(T) =

H;(X)®E" ~ .Ef> (HJ(X)®E)p
Irred p

Hieris(X) ® Ep ~ .Ef> (H~riS(X) ® Ep)P,rredp
Indeed the corresponding identities, for p irreducible, are

Pi,p (T) deg(p)= det(! - TF I(H~(X) ® E" l) '=1= P

Pi,p (T)deg(p)= det(l -' TFI (Hieris(X)® Ep)P).

Let us denote by S(XjFq, p,n) the exponential sums used to define
the L-function:

172 173
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Taking logarithms and equating coefficients, we find

!!~
~t
~
1,.
iJ

ti•i

I
1I

1•
~
f
It"I

\
1•

t-

= TI(~~JjjT) TIo- AiBjT)

TIo - A}'k T)TIO - B)3,T)

CRYSTALLINE COHOMULOGY

TI - 2.. (1- AiAjT) = (1- R T),
I.J

1

0- R2T)

S(XIF~,p,n)=O.

175

Let R maxbe max( IAi\' \Bj\), and consider the order of pole at T = R ~~x .

The numerator's factors 1 - AiBjT, 1 - AiBjT are all non-zero there

(for if AiBj = R~a" by maximality we must have Ai = Bj =Rmax,
in which case we see, using polar coordinates, that Ai = Bj, which is

forbidden). In the denominator, each of the terms '(1 - \Aii2T),

(1_IBj\2T)withIAi\=Rmax and \Bj\=RmaxvanishesatT=R';;;x.
Therefore we may conclude that in fact R = R max'and that precisely one

among all the Ai and Bj has this absolute value. A similar argument shows
that Rmin = R. QED

In a similar but lighter vein, we have the following variant, whose

proof is left to the reader.

L(AiAk)n + L(B)3,)n = (R2)n + L(AiBj)n +L (AiBj)n

In case both N 2: land M 2: l, squaring leads to

LEMMA 1.3. Let XI Fq be projective and smooth. Let a finite group G

operate on X by Fq _automorphisms, and let p be an irreducible complex

representation of G. Denote by Hi any of the cohomology groupS
H; (X) ® E~ with I =F p, or HicriJX) ® Ep. The following conditionsz, w

are equivalent.

(1) For all i,p does not occur in Hi , i.e. we have (Hiy = O.

(2) For all n 2: 1, we have

or equivalently,

and hence N = 1.

whence

\
I
\

\

\
I~l~

\
~,

\

\

\

\ \ .rqiex·· =I,j.p q .

for n 2: 1

for all n 2: 1,

for all n 2: 1.

174

\~ A~\ = Rn•

(Ai 1\.)n = (R 2)nL
ij

\ L A~ - ~ B~ \ = Rn

. degPi.p

S(XfFq,p,n)= ~ (-I)' j~1 (CXi,j,p)n

Squaring, we get

Proof. Suppose first that either N = 0 or M = 0, say M = O. Then we
have

then N + M = 1, i.e. either there is just one A and no B's, or just one B

and no A's.

We must show that if (4) holds, then the double sum has only a single term

in it. Separating the exi.j,p according to the parity of i, we get two disjoint
sets of non-zero complex numbers (disjoint because their absolute values

are disjoint), to which we apply the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.2. Let N 2: 0 and M ~ 0 be non-negative integers. Led AJ

be a family of N not-necessarily distinct elements of e', and {Bi} afamily

of M not-necessarily distinct elements ofe'. Suppose thatfoT all i,j, Ai =F

Bj' If, for some real number R >0, we have

PiO'P(T)deg(p) = det(l - TF\(HiOt).

Clearly we have (2) => (3) => (4). We must show that if (4) holds, then

exactly one of the Pi is 9= 1, and that one is linear. Logarithmically.p

differentiating the cohomological formula for L, we find

io n
(-1) S(XfFq, p,n) = A

In particular (2) and (5) hold.

The implications (5) => (1), (6) => (1) are ohvious. Also (5) => (6), for, I

if Pi 0' p is linear, then p has multiplicity one itt H ° , so that (H °t is
G-irreducible, and hence F must operate on (H 0y as a scalar, which we

compute by the formula
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Given a character of PN' i.e. a homomorphism

X : P.N (E) ) EX,

if ,p, X both trivial
if ,p trivial, X non-trivial
if ,p non-trivial, X trivial{q-Igq(l/J, X, P) = 0-I

Thus we may speak of the sums

(,p,X)(a,t) = l/J(a) X(O·

we may view ( ,p, X) as a character of the group Fp x P.N(Fq) :

p.N(E) --) f'N(FN(p» = f'N(Fq),

(a,t) :(T,X) ) (T + a,' X),

Set theoretically, X consists of this affine curve plus a single rational

point at 00 • The group Fp x P.N (Fq) operates on X/Fq curve by the affine
formulas

TP-T=XN.

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

while

I gq (,p, X, P) 1 = JQ if,p, X both non-trivial

for any archimedean absolute value on E (cf[47]).

Now consider the Artin-Schreier curve X/Fq , defined to be the complete
non-singular model of the affine smooth geometrically connected curve

over Fq with equation

fixing the point at 00 • Via the "reduction mod P" isomorphism

An elementary computation shows that

,)0- P.N (FN(p» = P.N(Fq)p.N(E)

we define an additive character l/Jqof each finite extension Fq by compos
ing l/Jwith the trace map:

trace F IF ./.F q p F 'I' EX
q ) p )

I t
l/Jq

a p-adic place P of E , with residue field F N(p), and a finite extension

Fq of this residue field, the map "reduction mod P" induces an
isomorphism

y,: (Fp,+) ) EX,

Because FqXis cyclic, we know that q == I mod N, and that the
q-I

map x ) x r;r-defines a surjection

FqX » P.N(Fq) = p.N(FN(p» :::::p.N(E)

We define the character Xq ofF; as the composite

II. Gauss and Jacobi SUIDS as exponential sums, and as eigenvalues of
Frobenius

We begin by discussing Gauss sums. Let us fix an integer N ~ 2 prime
to p, and a number field E containing the Np'th roots of unity. Given an

additive character l/J of Fp, i.e. a homomorphism

X X X

Fq ) ) P.N(Fq) = p.N(F N(P» ~ p.N(E) --+ E .

I t
Xq

The Gauss sum g (l/J, X, P) attached to this situation is defined by theq
formula

S(X/Fq,(,p,X),n) = p~ L l/J(a) X(t) # Fix(F" ·(a,O-l)
(•.0. Fp X IAN

attached to this situation.

LEMMA 2.1. If X is non-trivial and,p is arbitrary, then we have
g/ l/J, X, P) = 2

x«F~

176

l/Jq(x) Xq(x)
(2.1.1) S(X/~ ,(,p,X),n) = gqO (,p,X, P).

177



Proof. It suffices to treat tbe case n = 1, for we have

F(T,X) = (Tq,)(I)

S(X/Fq n ,( ap, :X), 1) = S(XfFq,( "', X),n).

We can rewrite S(X/Fq,( ap., X), 1) as

1
••itiiiii

.i:"

!

I
\

I

t"t
'-ir
~

i!1l
t

,!
~!-
~
"

QED

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

q-l

L "'(traceF IF (u))X(u I'l)dfn g ("',X,P)'QED
Fx q p qu. q

_ gqn ("', X, P) = ( - & ("', X, P) t .
(3) The group Fq x P-N acts trivially on both ~ and HZ .

Proof. That the group acts trivially on both HO and HZ follows from
the fact that these are one-dimensional spaces on which F always acts
as 1 and q respectively. The descent argument shows that for any auto

morphism of finite order g which commutes with F, Fg also acts as 1 and

q on HO and HZ respectively, and hence that g itself acts trivially on HO
and HZ.

That the multiplicity of ("', X) in HI is one when both'" and Xare non

trivial follows from the lemma of the previous section, given the identity

(2.1.1) and the known absolute value of gauss sums; and assertion (2)
above is just a repetition of part of that lemma in this particular case.
To see that no other characters occur in HI, we recall that the dimension

of H I is known to be 2g, g = genus of X, and so it suffices to verify that

2g = (p _ 1) (N _ 1). This formula, whose elementary verification we
leave to the reader, is in fact valid in any characteristic prime to N(p - 1).

(Hint: view TP _ T = XN as an N-fold covering of the T-line!)

COROLLARY 2.2. Let Ii denote any of the cohomology groupS Ii/x )®E~

with 1=1= p, or It criJX) ® Ep of the Artin-Schreier curve X/Fq .w

( 1) If '" and X are both non-trivial, then the eigenspace (HI) ~.x

is one-dimensional, and we have a direct sum decomposition

Ii = (£J(HI) .,,·x

indexed by the (p - 1 (N - 1) pairs ("', X) of non-trivial characters.

(2) The eigenvalue ofF on (HI) ~'x is - &("',X, p),andfor

each n ~ 1 we have the Hasse-Davenportformula

q-l

with the same (a,O, namely (trace F IF (u), u I'l), and every pointq p

(T,X) which contributes to our sum lies over some u E F: .Thus our sum
becomes

"'(a) X (02:
(a.~)s.t.

F(x) = (a. ~) (x)

1

pNL
x<X(Fq)

~

(XN)q -I =()(I-I)N = ~N = 1,henceXN E F;" =(XN) N

TP -T= XN eFx Cl'

a=Tq -T = trace., F (TP -T)=traceF., (XN).q p q' p

For each u E F: ' the equations (TP - T = u,XN = u) have pN solutions

(T ,X) over Fq , all ofwhich satisfy

we see that

a=TQ-T,,=xq-1

Since the point (T,X) is subject to the defining equation

TP - T = XN

and the inertia subgro"Up In, X) is trival. If there is an element

(a, ,) e F p x P-Nsatisfying F(T, X) = (T + a, 'X), then it is given by the
formulas

Given any point x e X(Fq ), the set of (a,') E Fp X P-N which satisfy

F(x) = (a,O (x) is either empty or principal homogeneous under the
inertia subgroup Ix of F p >< /LN which fixes x; therefore if the restriction

of (ap, X) to this subgrouJ> is non-trivial, the inner sum above vanishes.
Because X is assumed non-trivial, this vanishing applies to the point at 00

(for which Ix is all of Fp x f-£N) and to any finite point (T,O) whose
X-coordinate is zero (then I(T,o) = {OJ x P-N)'

Given a point (T ,X) wit b X =1= 0, we have

F(T,X) = (a,O (T,X) 179
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LEMMA 2.3. If X and X' are non-trivial characters of P- N such that X X'

is also non-trivial, then we have, for all n ~ 1,

In complete analogy with the situation for the Artin-Schreier curve, we
have the following lemma and corollary, whose analogous proofs are
left to the reader.

We now turn to the consideration of Jacobi sums. We fix an integer

N ~ 2 prime to p, and a number field E containing the N'th roots of unity.
Given a p-adic place P of E, a character X of P-N

X: P-N(E) ) EX

and a finite extension Fq of the residue field FN(Pl at P, we obtain the

character Xq (2.3.1) S( Y/Fq, (X, X' ),n) = Jqn (X,X',p).

Xq :F; ) EX

in the manner explained above. Given two characters X, X' of P-N, the

Jacobi sum Jq (X, X', P) is defined by the formula

Jq(X,X',P)~.L Xq(x)X~(l-x).Xl'Fq

.,,0,1

An elementary computation (cf[14]) shows that if the product XX' is non
trivial, then for any non-trivial additive character .p of Fp, we have the
formula

g (.p,X,P)g (.I·,X',P) = Jq (X,X',P)g (.p,XX', P)q q'f' q

In particular, from the known absolute values of Gauss sums we obtain

I Jq (X,X',P) I = Jq

for all archimedean absolute values ofE, provided that X,X', and XX'
are all non-trivial.

Now consider the Fermat curve Y/Fq , defined by the homogeneous

equation

xN + yN =ZN

COROLLARY 2.4. Let Hi denote any of the cohomology groups

H~ (Y)® E A with 1=1=p, or dcriJX) ~ Ep of the Fermat curve Y/Fq.

(1) If X, X' and X X' are all non-trivial, then the eigenspace (HIP'X) is
one-dimensional, and we have a direct sum decomposition

HI = E9 (HI) (X,X')

indexed by the (N-1) (N-2) pairs (X, X') of non-trivial characters of

!-'-N whoseproduct X X' is also non-trivial.

(2) The eigenvalue ofF on (HIlXX) is-Jq (X,X',P),andforeach
integer n ~ 1we have the Hasse-Davenportformula

-Jqn (X, X', P) = (-Jq (X, X', P) J".

(3) The group P. N X P. N operates trivally on both HO and H2 .

III. The problem of "explicitly" computing Frobenius. We return now
to the general setting of a projective, smooth, and geometrically connected

variety X/Fq of dimension d. A tantalizing feature of all the cohomology
theories that we have been discussing is that when the variety X "lifts"
to characteristic zero, then the corresponding cohomology groups Hi (X)

have an "elementary" description in terms of standard algebro-geometric
and topological invariants of the lifting.

The group P.N x P-N operates on this curve by the formula

Viewing (X, X') as a character of this group

(X,X')al'~2)~ XaI)X'a2),

a 1"2): (X,Y,Z) --) (LX"2Y'Z)'
More precisely, suppose we are given a projective smooth scheme X

over W(Fq ), together with an Fq-isomorphism of its special fibre with X.
(This is a rather strong notion of what a "lifting" of X shou'ld mean, but
it is adequate for our purposes, and it avoids certain technical problems
related to ramification). Then there is a canonical isomorphism

we may speak of the sums S(Y/Fq , (X, X'),n) attached to this situation.
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However, it must be borne in mind that the Fermat curve is atypically

susceptible to this sort of analysis; it is unusual for a group action, even
on a curve, to be liftable to characteristic zero. For example, the action of

Fp on an Artin-Schreier covering of Al doesn't lift to characteristic zero.
To get around this non-liftability, we will be led to consider the
Washnitzer-Monsky cohomology as well, in Chapter VII.

IV. HI and abelian varieties; preliminaries. Consider an abelian

variety AjF q' say of dimension g. We denote by End(A) the ring of all

Fq_endomorphisms of A, and by End(A)o the opposite ring. As
Z-modules, they are free and finitely generated. For each prime I =F p,
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in a basis of H lOR(YjW) adapted to this decomposition, the matrix of F
is the diagonal matrix

are G_equivariant. In particular, we can"explicitly compute" the multi

plicities of the various complex irreducible representations P of G in the
cohomology of X, and we can "explicitly compute" the various isotypical

components of the cohomology, If it turns out that a given irreducible

representation P occurs in a given Hi with multiplicity one, then we
know a priori that F must operate on the corresponding isotypical

component (HiY' as a scalar, and we know this even when F itself does not
lift.

For example, we could recover the isotypical decomposition of HI

of the Fermat curve Y under the action of f£N x f£N by lifting the curve
and the group action (use the "same" equations) and making an explicit

algebra-geometric or topological calculation of the corresponding
isotypical decomposition in characteristic zero. In terms of, say, the

crystallhle cohomology, we obtain an F-stable decomposition

HI ,(y) ,..,~ HI (YjW) = Ef) HI (YjW)(X,X').eTiS OR OR '

f:X ~ X,

we have the simple formulas

{ r* on Hied' (X) = f* on HiDR(XfW)
i an * i an

r*onHt(X) = (fc) ®l on Htop (Xc ,Z)~ Zt, I =F p

But for those f which do not lift, we are left somewhat in the dark as to an

explicit description of the map r* on cohomology.

Suppose for example that a finite group G operates on X by Fq -auto
morphisms, and that this action can be lifted to an action of G on X by
W-automorphisms. Then our canonical isomorphisms
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i .- i an

» HDR(X/C) » Htop(Xc ,C)
It

Hi (X"D Z)®Ctop , Z

Unfortunately, these rather concrete descriptions of the various

cohomology groups Hi (X) shed little light on their functoriality. In the
rather unusual case of an Fq -endomorphism f: X ---+ X which

happens to admit a lifting to a W-endomorphism

HiDR (X/W) ® Cw

H: (X) » H\op (X~n, Z) ~ Z"

where Hi topdenotes the usual "topological" cohomology.

To emphasize the similarity between these two sorts of isomorphisms,
recall that by GAGA and the holomorphic Poincare lemma, we have a
canonical isomorphism

To discuss H; (X), we must in addition choose (!) a complex embedding

W(Fq) C--+ C.

By means of such an embedding, we may "extend scalars" to obtain from
X/W a projective smooth complex variety Xc' and an associated complex
manifold X~n. For each prime number I =F p, there is a canonical
isomorphism

of Hi eds with the algebraic de Rham cohomology of the lifting (cf[19],

[27]).

"--------------~--------------------------=----""""""--------~=~-------"""-.....-""'"-------.....-----~l"'!~'S'~~~~mm ••• IIJlII•••• -----------

,'; '-7.·' '" _ .~ ,", ,.~, "" "',_ .., ~ ",",_.," ~ " _, "V~",~.,_." ,~

-. ~ ,., ',,+,,'+'+ ','jJ'~tG'4lf*~,$1I1
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under which the map considered above is the "opposite" of the map

H~ (A) ~ T[ (Pico (A» (- 1) ~ Hom(T[ (A), Z,),

for If PH~(X) ~ H~(Alb(X»)

H~(X) ~ T[(Pic(X») (-I)
HI (Alb(X» ~ T[ (Pic(Alb(X) ) ( - 1)= T[ (Pic (X) ) ( -1)

which combine to give a canonical isomorphism

Suppose now that a finite group G operates on X by Fq -automorphisms.

Let p be an absolutely irreducible representation of G defined over a

number field E, which occurs in HI (X) with multiplicity r. Denote by

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

r

Pl,p(T) = 1+ al(p)T+ .... + ar(p)T E (!)E [T]

the reversed characteristic polynomial of F acting on the space

HomG (p, HI (X) of occurrences of p in HI ;

Pj,p (T) = det(l - TFIHomG (p,H1(X».

Let us denote by Proj(p) E (!)E [1/ # G] [G] the projector

. deg(p) L -IProJ(p) = -- tr(p(q ».[g]'#G
g.G

By functoriality, G also operates on Alb(X) by Fq -automorphisms, so

we may view Proj (p), or indeed any element of the (!)E [l 1# G] - group

ring of G, as defining an element of End (Alb(X») ® (!)E [II # G].

PROPOSITION 4.2. In the above situation, we have the formulq.

(4.1.1)

(4.1.2)

(4.1.3)

which for our purposes is best viewed as the dual of the Picard variety

variety Pic (X), itself defined in terms of the Picard scheme Pic X/F asq

(Pico XIF ) red . The Kummer sequence in etalecohomology together withq

the duality of abelian varieties gives isomorphisms for each I f p

End,

~

~ End z[ (T[ (A»

~ End(A)o~E~

End(A)® Z[z

End (A)°(8) Ez

are all injective.

the cohomology group H~(A) is a free Zrmodule of rank 2g, and is an

End (A)o -module. (It is also the case that Hlcris(A) is a free W-module

of rank 2g, and is an End(A)o -module, but we will not make use of this

fact for the moment).

LEMMA 4.1. If E is a number field, and A is a place of E lying over a
prime 1=1=p, the natural maps

Proof The first map is injective simply because E C E~, and because
End (A)o is flat over Z. The second map is obtained from the map

End(A) ° ® Z, ). End z[ (H ~(A»z

by tensoring over Z[ with the flat Z,-module E ~. In fact this flatness is
irrelevant, for the above map is injective and has Z[-flat cokernel. To see

this, recall that (by the Kummer sequence in etale cohomology) we have

a canonical isomorphism

Our assertion of its injectivity with Z[-flat cokernel is equivalent to the

injectivity of (anyone of) the maps

---

and this injectivity follows from the exactness of the sequence

In the etale topology.

[D

~ A[D ) A ) A ) 0o

End(A)ltEnd(A) ~ End(~D),

QED

(Fr + aJ p)F'-1 + .... + aJ p)). Proj( p) = 0

Proj( p)' (Fr + al (p)Fr-I + .... + ar (p)) = 0

in End (Alb (X) ) ® (!) E [J1# G]. (N.B. since F and G commute, these
formulas are equivalent).

Now consider a projective, smooth and geometrically connected

variety X/Fq . Its Albanese variety Alb(X) is an abelian variety over Fq

184

Proof Since End(Alb(X)®(!)E [I/#G] is contained in

End(Alb(X» ® E, which is in turn contained in End(H~(Alb(X»~ E~)
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sum,,- G'

.• f x f

G x G sum~ G

G'xG'

commutes, as do the analogous diagrams with "sum" replaced by pr 1 or

pr2' Therefore given any element a e H~R (G/R), we have

sum* (f*(a)) - pr~(f*(a)) - pr2(f*(a)) =

(f x f)* (sum*(a) - pr:(a) - pr~(a)).

In particular, if a e D (G/R) then f*(a) e D (G' /R).

Given fl' f2 homomorphisms G' ~ G, let f3 be their sum.
Then we have a commutative diagram
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LEMMA 5.1.1. Over any ring R, the construction G •. D (G/R)

defines a (contravariant) additive functor from CFG (R) to R-modules.

Proof. This is a completely "categorical" result. To begin, let G, G' E

CFG(R), and let f: Gf ~G be a homomorphism. Then the diagram

as well as the two projections

pr l' pr 2 : G x G ~ G

are morphisms in this category. For G e CFG(R), we define D(G/R)
to be the R-submodule of HIDR (G/R) consisting of the primitive elements,
i.e. the elements a e HIDR (G/R) such that

sum*(a) = pr~(a) + pr~(a) in H~R «G x G)/R).

A pointed formal Lie variety (V,O)over R IS a lOrmal Lie vanety V over
R together with a marked point "0" e VCR). A formal Lie group Gover
R is a "group-object" in the category of formal Lie varieties over R.

We denote by CFG(R) the additive category of commutative formal

Lie groups over R. The "sum" map

sum: G x G ~ G

\

\

186

We will apply this to the functor "Dieudonne module of the formal

group of A," constructed a la Honda.

V. Explicit DieudonneTheory it la Honda; generalities
5.1. BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS. We begin by recalling the notions of

formal Lie variety and formal Lie groups. Over any ring R, an n-dimen
sional formal Lie variety V is a set-valued functor on the category of adic

R-algebras which is isomorphic to the functor.

R' > n-tuples of topolo gically nilpotent elements of Rf•

A system of coordinates XI" .. ,x" for V is the choice of such an
isomorphism. The coordinate ring A(V) is the R-algebra of all maps of
set-functors from V to the "identical functor" R' I >- R'; in

coordinates, A(V) isjust the power series ring R[ (XI' .... ,Xu ]]. Although

the ideal (XI" ... ,Xu) in A(V) is not intrinsic, the adic topology it defines
on A(V) is intrinsic, and A(V), viewed as an adic R-algebra, represents
the functor V.

The de Rham cohomology groups HiDR (VIR) are the R-modules

obtained by taking the cohomology groups of the formal de Rham

complex n~/R (the separated completion of the "literal" de Rham
complex of A(V) as R-algebra); in terms of coordinates XI' .... ,Xu for

V, n:/R is the exterior algebra over A(V) on dXI' .... ,dXn, with ex
terior differentiation d: ni > Qi+1 given by the customary
formulas.

for any l=/=p, it suffices to verify thatFr + aI(p)Fr-1 + .... +a,(p)anni
hilates (HI (Alb(X)!. But this space is isomorphic to (HI (X)Y',which is in
turn isomorphic to P ® Homo (p, H I(X)), with F acting through the
second factor, so we need the above polynomial in F to annihilate

Homo (p, HI (X)). This follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. QED

COROLLARY 4.3. Let D be any contravariant additive functor from the

category of abelian varieties over Fq to the category of (!) E [1/ # G]-modules.
For any element m e (D( Alb( X)) Y , we have

Fr(m)+al(p)Fr-1(m) + .... +ar(p)·m=O

in D (A lb ( X) ) .

_~~ ·...r_--"""._._. ~ """,,,..,.~,.,.,,,..~~""""'''''''''''''''''''~~'''''''~~-'''""''~-'''"'''''''''~'''"''''''''-~'''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~~~~~l'l!!Il!•• IIIIII__ ----------
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as wen as a commutative diagram

which is compatible with morphisms of pointed Lie varieties.

LEMMA 5.1.2. Let (V,O) be a pointed Lie variety over a Z-flat ring R.
Then exterior differentiation induces an isomorphism of R-modules

'PI(f(Y» = f( 'PI (X))

9>2(f(Y» = f('P2(X))

where 'PI(X), 'P2(X) are m-tuples of series in X = (Xl" ... ,x.,) without
constant term. The hypothesis fl = f2 mod I means that the component.

by-component difference Ii. = 'PiX) - 'PI (X) satisfies

Ii.(0) = 0, A has all coefficients in I.

We now compute using Taylor's formula, and usual multi-index notation:

'P2(f)-'PI(f) = f('P2(X» - f('PI(X»

= f('PI(X)+A)-f('PI(X»

""' AI! all.= L (9)1 (aY' f) ('PI (X)).
I!!I~I
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fl*'//: HIOR (VIR)----+HIOR (V'IR)
are equal.

Proof. Let 'PI' 'P2denote the algebra homomorphisms A(V) ---+ A(V')

corresponding to fl and f2. By the previous lemma, we must sl:tow
that for every element f e A(V ® K) with f(O)= 0 and df integral, the

difference 'PI(f) - 'P2(f) lies in A(V'), i.e. is itself integral. (Because fl
and f2 were assumed pointed, this difference automatically has constant
term zero).

In terms of pointed coordinates XI" ... ,x., for V' and YI" ... ,Y m

for V, the maps 'PI and 'P2are given by substitutions

Proof. Because K is a Q-algebra, the formal Poincare lemma gives

H~R (V ® K/K) = K, HiOR(V ® K/K) = 0 for i ~ 1. Therefore any
closed one-form on VIR can be written as dfwith f e A(V® K), and this

f is unique up to a constant. If we normalize f by the condition f(O)=0,
we get the asserted isomorphism. QED

KEy LEMMA 5.1.3. Let (V,O) and (V' ,0) bepointedformal Lie varieties

over a Z-jf.at ring R, and let I C R be an ideal with divided powers. Ifll,/2

are two pointed morphisms V' ---+ V such that II = f2 mod I, then the
induced maps

~ H~R (VIR){fe A(V ® K)IJ(O) = O,dfintegral}

{fe A (V)/f(O) = O}

fl X f2 sum
G' ) G X G ) G

I i
f3

f2

Therefore for any a e H~R (G/R), we have

f/(a) - f/(a) - f/(a) = (f1 >< fz)*(sum*(a) - pr /(a) - pr/(a».

In particular, if a e D(GjR), then f3*(a) = fl *(a) + f2*(a). QED

fl

[ f X f prl ~

r' '.G x G P', :1 G

For the remainder of this section, we will consider a ring R which is
flat over Z, and an ideal Ie R which has divided powers. The flatness
means that if we denote by K the Q-algebra R ® Q, then R C K. That
the ideal I C R has divided powers means that for any integer n ~ I, and
any element i e I, the element inIn !of K actually lies in 1.

Given a formal Lie variety V over R, we denote by V ® K the formal
Lie variety over K obtained by ex.tension of scalars. In terms of coordi

nates XI" ... ,x., for V, A(V <8>K) is the power-series ring K[[XI, .... ,
Xn]]. We say that an element of A (V ® K) is integral if it lies in the sub

ring A(V); similarly, an element of the de Rham complex 0 V<8lK/K is
said to be integral if it lies in the subcomplex nVIR •



G x G sum~ G

t;, (aJ + j;,r a) =.r;, (aJ.

The analogous diagrams with "sum" replaced by pr 1 or pr 2 commute,
hence

~'-

i
:;;

....
~i!
i
1
'"'

tI
1
~i

'i.•;.
~
tI
••i
itI
..

i±

QED

f/(a) = f1*(a) + f/(a).

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

(f X t)*(prj*(a)) = prj*(f*(a)) for i = 1,2.

f1 X f2 sum
'G' ~ Gx G ~ G

\ 1
f3

Hom CFG(R.R)G',G) = Hom(G~,Go)'

Given a homomorphism fo: G~ ~ Go' it always lifts to a pointed
191

Let CFG(R; Ro) denote the additive category whose objects are the

commutative formal Lie groups over R, but in which the morphisms are
the homomorphisms between their reductions mod I :

f1

I f,xf, pt, Jl > G x G pr, >1 G
f2

commutes. So again using the preceding lemma, we see that for any a E

HIDR(G/R), we have

f/(a) _ f1*(a) - f/(a) = (fl x f2)*(Sum*a) - pr /(a) - pr/(a)) .

In particular, for a E D(G(R), we obtain the asserted formula

commutes mod I, and the diagram

Combining these, we find

(f x t)*(sum*(a) - pr/(a) - pr2*(a)) =
sum *(f* (a)) - pr 1*(f* (a)) - pr 2*(f* (a)).

In particular, if a E D(G/R) then f*(a) E D(G'/R).

Similarly, if fl' f2 and f3 are as in the assertion of the theorem, the

diagram

modI.

G'

.j. f

~sum

..J.. f x f

G' x G'

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

sum' (f x f) == f· sum

commutes mod I, i.e.

and hence for any a E H10R (G/R) we have, by the previous lemma,

(f x f)*(sum""(a)) = sum* (f* (a»)

Proof If f: G' + G is a pointed map which reduces mod I to a

group homomorphism, the diagram

1J Iff: G' -+ G is any morphism of pointed formal Lie varieties whose
reduc tion mod I, f~: G~--+ Go' is a group homomorphism, then the induced

map ./*: H~R (GIRJ --+ H10R (G'(R) maps D(G(R) to D(G'(R).
(2) Iffl,.f2,.f3 are three maps G' ~ G of pointed formal Lie

varieties whose reductions mod I are group homomorphisms which sat ish'

(/3)0 = (f1)0 + (f2) 0 in Hom(G~, Go)' then for any element a E D (GIR)
we have

This last sum is X-adically convergent (because Iihas no constant term),

and its individual terms are integral (because Iihas coefficients in the

divided power ideal I, the terms Ii~I(!!)! all have coefficients in I, and
hence in R; because df is integral, all the first partials H/~Yi are integral,

and a fortiori all the higher partials are integral). QED

THEOREM5.l.4. Let R be a Z -flat ring, and Ie Ra dividedpower ideal.

Let G, G' be commutative formal Lie groups over R, and denote by Go' G~
the commutative formal Lie groupS over Ro = RII obtained by reduction
mod I.
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defines a contravariant additive functor from CFG(Ro) to R-modules.

A variant. The reader cannot have failed to notice the purely formal

nature of most of our arguments. We might as well have begun with any
contravariant functor H from formal Lie varieties over a Z-flat ring R to

R-modules for which the key lemma (5.1.3) holds. One such H, which we

will denote H ~R (VIR; I), is defined as H I of the suhcomplex of the de
Rham complex of VIR

-
morphism f: G' ) G of formal Lie varieties (just lift its power-
series coefficients one-by-one, and keep the constant terms zero).
According to the theorem, the induced map

r*; D(G/R) ) D(G'/R)

is independent of the choice of pointed lifting f of fo. So it makes sense to
denote the induced map

(fo)*: D(G/R) ) D(G'/R).
"IA(V)" ) a\/R

••
a~/R

••

where "IA(V)" denotes the kernel of reduction mod I:

In terms of coordinates for V, "IA(V)" is the ideal consisting of those
series all of whose coefficients lie in I. The analogue of lemma (5.1.2)
becomes

THEOREM 5.1.5. Let R be a Z-flat ring, and Ie R a divided power ideal.

Then the construction G I ) D(GIR), fo I ) (fo)* =
(any pointed lifting) * defines a contravariant additive functor from the

category CFG( R;Ro) to the category of R-modules.

Proof. This is just a restatement of the previous theorem. QED

"IA(V)" = Ker(A(V) ~ A(Vo»'
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as compared with the explicit description

{ fE I [[X]] If(O) = 0 }

D,(G/R)=
{fE K[[X]]lf(O) =O,dfintegral,f(X + Y) -f(X) -f(Y)E I[[X, Y]]}

G

d I
~ HDR (VIR; I).

{f E A(V ® K) If(O)= 0, dfintegral}

{fE "IA(V)" If(O)= O}

This much makes sense for any ideal I C R. If I has divided powers, then

the proof of the key lemma (5.1.3) is almost word-for-word the same. (It
works because the terms A.n I(!!)! all have coefficients in I.)

The corresponding theory, "primitive elements in H~R (G/R; I),"

is denoted D, (G/R). In terms of coordinates X = (Xl' .... ,x,,) for G,
we have the explicit description

D(G/R) =
{ f EK[ [X]] i f(O)= 0, df integral, f(X + Y) - f(X) - f(Y) integral}G

{ f E R[ [X]] I f(O) = 0 }

Go I ) D(G/R), where G is some lifting of Go

Go ) D(M/R), M any monoid lifting of Go
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REMARKS(1) Thanks to Lazard [33], we know that every commutative

formal Lie group Go over Ro lifts to a commutative formal Lie group G
over R. If G' is another lifting of Go, then the identity endomorphism of
Go is an isomorphism ofG' with G in the category CFG(R;Ro)' Forma
tion of the induced isomorphism D(G/R) "') D(G'/R) provides a
transitive system of identifications between the D's of all possible liftings.
In this way, it is possible to view the construction

as providing a contravariant additive functor from CFG(Ro) to the
category of R-modules. We will not pursue that point of view here.

(2) Even without appealing to Lazard, one can proceed in an ele
mentary fashion by observing that any commutative formal Lie group

Go over Ro can certainly be lifted to a formal Lie "monoid with unit"
Mover R (simply lift the individual coefficients of the group law, and
always lift 0 to 0). For a monoid, one can still define D(M/R) as the

primitive elements ofH~R (M/R), and one can still show exactly as before
that the construction
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o ) HomR/J_groups (G ~ (R/I), (Ga)R/J)---+DI(G/R)----+D(G/R)
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D(G/R) + Ext(G,GaJ defined by

f ~ the class of the symmetric 2-cocycle

in terms of which the resulting four term exact sequence

o~Hom(G, Ga)~ tEG~D(G/R)----+Ext(G,Ga)~O

is the concatenation of the three-term sequence of (5.1.3) and the map

THEOREM5l2.1. If R isflat over Z, there is a natural isomorphism

D(G/R)~ '" Extrigid (G,GJ)

Hom(G,G.)~ ~G--+Ext rigi\G, G a)---+Ext(G, G a) ~O

f" I

o )R=Lie(Ga) +Lie (E) ~Lie(G) +0

Because Lie(G) is a free R-module of rank n = dim(G), any extension of

G by G a admits such a rigidification, which is indeterminate up to an
element of Hom(Lie(G), Lie(G a)) = ~ G/R' Passing to isomorphism
classes and remembering that the set of splittings of a trivial extension of

G by Ga is itself principal homogeneous under Hom(G,Ga), we obtain
a four-term exact sequence (valid over any ring R)

o ) Ga ~ E ~ G ~ 0

of abelian f.p.p.f. sheaves on (Schemes/R). We denote by Ext rigid(G, Ga)

the group of isomorphism classes of "rigidified extensions," i.e. pairs
consisting of an extension of G by Ga together with a splitting of the

corresponding extension of Lie algebras:

5.2. INTERPRETATIONVIAEXTA LAMAZUR-MESSING.We denote by

Ext(G,Ga) the group of isomorphism classes of extensions of G by Ga,
i.e. of short exact sequences

conjectured by Honda may skip the rest of this chapter! Others may also
be tempted.

~G )- D(G/R)and
~G »- DJ (G/R)

Proof. The first is the special case 1=0 of the second~ the second is
clear from the explicit description of D I and 0 given above. QED

COROLLARY5.1.8. [I' HomR (G,G ) = 0, then the natural mans'J -groups a r

(Notice that in the extreme case 1=(0), the map ~ ) OJ is an
isomorphism! )

~G/R )- DJ (G/R)

t
D(G/R)

LEMMA 5.1.7. Suppose Rflat over Z, and Ie R an ideal. We have exact

sequences

The natural map D I ) 0 is not an isomorphism, but its kernel

and co kernel are visibly killed by I. In the work of Honda and Fontaine,

it is DJ rather than D which occurs; in the work of Grothendieck and
Mazur-Messing ([17], [35]), it is 0 which arises more naturally.

Let us denote by ~G/R the R-module of translation-invariant, or what
is the same, primitive, one-forms on G/R. Because G is commutative,

every element w E' ~G/R is a closed form, so we have natural maps

THEOREM5.1.6. Let R be a Z-flat ring, and Ie R a divided power ideal.

The key lemma (5.1.3) holds for H~R (ViR; I), and theorems (5.1.4)

and (5.1.5) holdfor DI (G/R).

For ease of later reference we summarize the above discussion m a

theorem.

are injective.

The reader interested in obtaining the limit formula for Jacobi sums

8f=f(X+ Y) -f(X) -fry)G
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o >G. >E >G >0

s

o ) Lie(G.) ) LTe(E) ) Lie(G) ) 0,

QED

~Ext(G,Ga)'o ) Hom(G,G.) > ~G ) D(GjR)

which receives the Ext rigidexact sequence:

R ""') lim RjpnR.+-
197
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The result is now visible.

0---+ Hom(G, G. )---+~G--+ D(GjR) ---+- Ext(G, G.)

II II J II
0--+ Hom(G, G.)---+~G ~Extrigid(G, G. )--+Ext(G, G .)--i>0

To see that it is an isomorphism, note that in any case the map
D(GjR) ) Ext(G,G.) defined by f~the class of /}f sits in
an exact sequence

Ext rigid(G,G.;I) fOol) DJGjR)

f ) the class of the symmetric 2-cocycle

af=f(X+ Y)-f(X)-f(Y),
G

corresponds to the map "forget the rigidification" on Ext's.

Given an ideal Ie R, we denote by Ext(G, G.; I) the group of iso

morphism classes of pairs consisting of an extension of G by G. together
with a splitting of its reduction modulo 1. We denote by Extrigid(G,G.; I)

the group of isomorphism classes of pairs consisting of a rigidified exten
sion and a splitting of the reduction mod I of the underlying extension.
Analogously to the previous theorem, we have

THEOREM5.2.2. If R isfiat over Z, and / C R an ideal, there is a natural

isomorphism

5.3 THE CASEOF P-DIVISIBLEFORMALGROUPS. Let p be a prime

number. A ring R is said to be p-adic if it is complete and separated in its

p-adic topology, i.e., if

and afour-term exact sequence
()

O-+Hom(G,G. )-+':!!G~Dl (GjR)--i>Ext(G,G. ;/)--",0

in which the map a, given by

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

We begin by constructing the isomorphism. Given a rigidifiedProof.
extension

S
+ I

o ) G. ) E ) G ) O.

extend scalars from R to K = R ® Q. Because K is a Q-algebra, the Lie
functor defines an equivalence of categories between commutative
formal Lie groups over K and free finitely generated K-modules.

Therefore there is a unique splitting as K-groups

exp(s)
1- I

o ) G ®K ) E®K ) G®K ). 0
• R R R

whose differential is the given splitting S on Lie algebras.

At the same time, we may choose a cross section S in the category of
pointed f.p.p.f. sheaves over R

The difference f = S - exp(s) is a pointed map from G ® K to
(G.) ® K, i.e. an element f e A(G ® K), and it satisfies f(O)= O.We have
df = dS - s, so df is integral, and the formula

r(x + Y) - f(X) - fey) = sex + Y) - SeX) - s(Y),
G G

valid because exp(s) is a homomorphism, shows that f(X + Y)-f(X)-f(Y)
is integral. G

Because the initial choice of S is indeterminate up to addition of a
pointed map from G to G., the class of f = S-exp(s) in D(GjR) is weIl

defined independently of the choice of S, and it vanishes if and only if
exp(s) is itself integral, i.e. if and only if the original rigidified extension is
trivial as a rigidified extension. Thus we obtain an injective map

Ext rigid(G, G.) ) D(GjR).

'-
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( C pn+l.I'( ... ,a a )-d '" a_J )'f' -n ' •.. , 0 - £.. ---n~O pn+l .

if1:CW(A(V®k)) '" )H1DR(V/W(k))

( (5: pnw(... ,a_n, ... ,ao)=d Z -J )n~O pn

/~H~R (V/W(k);(P))

CW(A(v®kllZ 1~F
if1 H ~R (V /W (k)) .

M(Go)
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Combining this definition with the previous isomorphisms, we find a
commutative diagram of isomorphisms

D p (G/W(k))

(5.5.7) M(G,l ~ /)I~ F~ jP
if1 D(G/W(k)).

(5.5.6)

When G is a commutative formal Lie group over W(k) which is

p-divisible, the "classical" Dieudonne module of Go = G ® k is defined as
dfn= Hom k-gp (Go' CW)

II

the primitiveelementsinCW(A(Go)).

(5.5.5))

These isomorphismssit in a commutative diagram

(5.5.4)

by the formula

(5.5.3)

where; -n denotes an arbitrary lifting to A(V) of a -n E A(V ® k).
Similarly, we can define, following Grothendieck, Mazur-Messing
([35]), a C1 -linear isomorphism

(5.5.2)

by defining

~loV.

198

Ext (G,Ga)

w:CW(A(V ®k)) "") H1DR(V/W(k);(p))

O----+~o~ Dl (G/R)~ I '10v ----+0.

f D,(G/R) C D(G/R)\ Ext(G,Ga;l) "") }·Ext(G,Ga):::I·lov

O----+~G----+ D(G(R)---+lov---+ 0

(5.5.1)

(5.3.5)

5.5 RELATION TO THE CLASSICAL TKEORY. Let k be a perfect field of
characteristic P > 0, and take R =W (k), 1= (p). Let CW denote the

k-group-functor "Witt covectors" (in the notations of Fontaine ([13]),
with its structure of W(k)-module. According to Fontaine, for any formal
Lie variety V over W(k), we obtain a W(k)-linear isomorphism

and we have a short exact sequence

(5.3.4)

If in addition Ie K is an ideal which is closed in the p-adic topology,

then R/I is again a p-adic ring, G Q9 (R/1) is still p-divisible, and therefore
admits no non-trivial homomorphisms to G a over R/I. It follows that

THEOREM 5.3.3. 1) If R is a p-adic ring which is fiat over Z, then for a

p-divisible commutative formal Lie group Gover R, the R-module D(G/R)
is locally free of rank h = height (G), and its formation commutes with

arbitrary extension of scalars of Z -flat p-adi c rings.

Thus we find

5.3.2

Because Gis p-divisible and R is p-adic, Hom(G,G a) = 0, and the four
term exact sequence becomes a Hodge-like exact sequence

5.3.1

A commutative formal Lie group G over a p-adic ring R is said to be

p-divisible of height h if the map "multiplication by p" makes A(G) into
a finite locally free module over itself of rank ph.

If we denote by GV the dual of G in the sense of p-divisible groups, it
makes sense to speak of the tangent space of GV at the origin, noted ~Gv ;

it is known that ~ov is a locally free R-module of rank h - dim (G), and
that there is a canonical isomorphism

~~~~~~~~~~~~--~---~~~~~~~~~~~~,..,..~,..,..~~~~~,..,..~~~""""~""""'~,..,.."""".",..",,..,..""""''''''"'"", -,-,'~"" """",,,,,,,,,""".=,,,"" ->,.,,~-"""""' ••••." ~••••• """"""""""""""""~'"2"~~~.------------""-'-
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The Ext rigid-exact sequence can thus be written

----+ 0,

---) 0

H~R (AIR) '" >- D(ApjR)

201

n

Lie(G) = lim Lie(G ® (R/pn R»--
~G = lim ~G ® (R/pn R)--

D(G/R) = lim D(G® (R/pn R)/(R/pn R»--

Lie(AV) = Lie(Av n) = Hom(A n,Ga)~ Ext(A,Ga).p p

Ext(A,Ga)~ Ext(Ap~,Ga)

, 'd

~ ExtngJ (A,Ga) ) Ext(A,Ga)

d II II
----+ Ext"g, (Ap~' G a) --+ Ext(A p~' Ga)

(

Following Grothendieck and Mazur-Messing we define

D(G/R) dfn Ext rigid(G,Ga)

(5.6.7)

(5.6.8)

Therefore the inclusion Ap~ <=-+ A induces an isomorphism

(5.6 9)

O~~A

II
O---+~Ap~

for any n sufficiently large that pn = 0 in R leads to a canonical iso
morphism

(the identity on Hom(A n' G.) I), and consequently we obtain a comp

mutative diagram of isomorphisms

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

When R is a p-adic ring, and G is a B - T group over R, we define

i.e., an isomorphism

(5.6.10)

compatible with the Hodge filtration.

For variable B - T groups G over a fixed ring R in which p is nilpotent,

the functors ~G' Lie(Gv), and consequently Extrigid (G,Ga), are exact

functors whose values are locally free R-modules of finite rank; their

formation commutes with arbitrary extension of scalars of rings in which

p is nilpotent.

(5.6.11)

when G is a B - T group over a ring R in which p is nilpotent.

(5.6.12)

n
p

0---+ Gn----+- G ) G---+O

200

n
p

O~A n---+A > A---+Op

Lie(Gv) = Lie(G~) = Hom(Gn,G'>~Ext(G,GJ.

{ Extrigid(A,Ga) '" >-H~R (AIR)Ext (A,Ga) '" > H1(A,OA)=Lie(Av)

o ~ ~ G ~ Extrigid(G,G a)---+Lie(Gv)---+O,

rigid
O~~A---+Ext (A,Ga)---+Ext(A,Ga)~O

II 1 l~
o~ ~A ~ H~R(A/R) ) H1(A,O A)---+O

II
Lie (Av)

(5.6.1)

(5.6.2)

Given a p-divisible (Barsotti-Tate) group G = lim Gn over a ring R in---+
which p is nilpotent, the exact sequence

5.6. RELATION WITH ABELIAN SCHEMES AND WITH THE GENERAL

THEORY. In this section, we recall without proofs some of the main

results and compatibilities of the general D-theory of Grothendieck and

Mazur- Messing.

Given an abelian scheme A over an arbitrary ring R, there are canonical

isomorphisms

in terms of which the Ext rigid -exact sequence "becomes" the Hodge

exact sequence:

(5.6.3)

for any n sufficiently large that pn = 0 in R, leads to a canonical

isomorphism

(5.6.4)

(5.6.5)

where ~G is the R-linear dual of Lie(G).

Given an abelian scheme A over a ring R in which p is nilpotent, the

exact sequence

(5.6.6)
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n CXn

(Z/p Z)Yn '; (Ga)yn;

Composing with the isomorphism

H~R (A®Wn;Wn)~Extrigid (A® Wn,Ga ®Wn),

we obtain an element of Ext rigid(A @Wn,Ga <8>Wn), whose restriction

to the formal group A ® Wnis the required element Bo(Z).

To see that the map B obtained from these 60 by passage to the limit
203

the required Ga-torsor CXn(T) (Y,Yn) IS obtained by "extension of

structural group via O:n"from the Z/pn Z-torsor T (Y,Yn).

To define 60, we begin with an element Zof H~ris(A ® k/Wn)· Wemust.'d A A

define an elementBn(Z) in Extflgt (A® Wn,(Ga)® Wn)=D(A®Wn/Wn).
Its value on the test object A ® k C-.....+- A ® Wn is a Ga-torsor
on A ® Wn which is endowed with an integrable connection (cf. [2],

[3n, i.e., it is an element of H ~R (A ® Wn;Wn)' [This interpretation

provides the canonical isomorphism

Hleris(A ® k/Wn)~ H~R(A®Wn fWn)']

gives rise to a morphism of algebraic groups on Yn

Given a Z/pnZ-torsor T on A ® k, we must define for every test

situation Y r -..Yn, a G -torsor CXn(T)(y,yn) on Yn· Because Y is

given as an A ® k scheme, we can pull back T to obtain a Z/pnZ-torsor

T yon Y. Because Yn is a Wn-scheme which is a divided-power thickening,
its ideal of definition is necessarily a nil-ideal; therefore the etale Y

scheme T Y extends uniquely to an etale Yn-scheme T (Y,Yn) , and its
structure of Z/pnZ-torsor extends uniquely as well. Because Yn is a

Wn-scheme, the natural map

Z/pZ .Wn

H~R (A/R) ,...., )" D(A(pOO)/R),

B A
n 'rD(A@Wn/Wn) )0.

o )" ~G ) D(G/R) )"Lie(Gv) ) 0

cx

O----+H~t (A<8>k,Z/pn Z)®Wn n )H~ris(A®k;Wn)

a B ~

O---+H:J A @k,Zp) <8>W---+-H~ris(A <8>kIW)---+D( A/W)~O

of Wn -modules.

An element of Hl (A ® k, Z/pn Z) is (the isomorphism class of) a

Z/pnZ-torsor over A <8>k. An element of Hleris(A ® k/Wn) is (the
isomorphism class of) a rule which assigns to every test situation

202

5.7.2

which is functorial in A <8>k.

Proof. We begin by defining the maps cx and B. They will be defined

by passage to the limit from maps an , 3n in an exact sequence

5.7. RELATION WITH COHOMOLOGY

THEOREM 5.7.1. Let A be an abelian scheme over the Witt vectors W(k)

of an algebraically closed field k of chaTacteristic P > O. There is a short
exact sequence of W-modules

compatible with Hodge filtrations, by passage t(') the limit.

As we have seen in the previous section, this general Ext rigid notion

of D(GjR) agrees with our more explicit one in the case that both are
defined, namely when G is a p-divisible formal group over a Z-flat p-adic

ring R.

whose formation commutes with arbitrary extension of scalars of p-adic

rings. When A is an abelian scheme over a p-adic ring R, we obtain an
isomorphism

(5.6.13)

Thus for variable B - T groups G over a p-adic ring R, the fnctors

~G" Lie(Gv) and D(G/R) are all exact functors in locally free R-modules
of finite rank, sitting in an exact sequence

---------------------.,.".,..,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,----~--~~-"""'-""""'-""""'..".".."."..".".."."..".,,~~~~-------------

- ~~ _.~~, '
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Y ~ Yn consisting an A @ k scheme Y and a divided-power thicken- !
ingofY to aWn-scheme Yn a Ga-torsor on Yn ina way which is compatible
with inverse image whenever we have a morphism (Y, Yn)---+- (Y/, Y~)
of such test situations (cf. [35] for more details).
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GENERAL FACT 5.7.6. For any two pointed W-schemes A,B which are

both proper and smooth, any pointed map f~:B® k ) A ® k, and

any integer i ~ 0, we have a commutative diagram

This last commutativity has nothing to do with abelian schemes, nor

does it require pointed liftings. It is an instance of the following general

fact, whose proof we defer for a moment.

is in fact functorial in A <8> k, we first note that it sits in the commutative
diagram

'l

Hlcris (A ® kjW)

B

~ D(AjW)

(5.7.3)
\1

1 indu~onof

pnmltIve

canonical isom elements

H~R(AjW)

natural map
1 AoAo

). HDR(AjW).

"restriction to A"

What must be shown is that if we are given a second abelian scheme B
over W, and a homomorphism

fo: B® k ).A® k

HicriJ A ® kjW) ~ HiDR (AjW)

llfo!'
HiCriS (B® kjW) ~ HiDR (BjW)

restriction

restriction

~dDR(AjW)

1 (any lifting

Ao *
of fo)

i Ao

~H DR (BjW)

IS conunutative.

then the diagram

But in virtue of the commutativity of the previous diagram (5.7.3), it
is enough to show the commutativity of the diagram

(5.7.)

I B Ao

H cris(A ® kjW) )- D(AjW)

1(fo)* 1 (anypoin~ed
lifting of fo)*

I B Ao

H ens (B ® kjW) ) D(BjW)

To conclude the proof of the theorem (!), it remains to see that our

marvelously functorial maps ex,B really do form an exact sequence. To

do this, we will use the abelian scheme A over W. Its formal group A is

p-divisible, and sits in an exact sequence of p-divisible groups over W,

O----+- Ap~ -----+ Ap~ -----+ E ----+0,

in which E =~ En denote the etale quotient of Ap~' Because k is
algebraically closed, E is a constant p-divisible group, namely the abstract

p-divisible group lim A n (k) of all p-power torsion points of A (k).-- p

We will identify the exact sequence of the proposition with the exact

sequence
5.7.5

1 1 restriction I Ao

H cri, (A ® k/W) ~ H DR (AjW) ) HDR (AjW)

j (fo)* 1(anypoi~ed

lifting offo>*

1 1 restriction 1 Ao

H cris (B ® kjW) ~ H DR (BjW) ).H DR (BjW).

204

0:' B' Ao

O~D(EjW) ) D(Ap~jW) ) D(AjW)~O,

and we will identify the (exn ,Bn)-sequence with the exact sequence

(X/O B/n A

O~D(E®WnjWn)-+D(Ap~® WnjWn)-+D(A®WnjWn)~O.

205
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dfn

To relate the map <Xn'to the D-maps, use the exact sequence

~ "
D(Ap~®Wn/Wn) > D(A@Wn/Wn)

(En = etale quotient
of An)p

-+ Hleri, (A® k/Wn)
CXn

CX~

D(E ® Wn/Wn) ~ D(Ap~® Wn/Wn)

4 4
Hom(En(k),Z/pnZ)®Wn D(A®Wn/Wn)

I\ II
Ext rigid(A ® Wn, Z/pn Z) ® Wn *** -+ Extrigid (A® Wn ,Ga)

II
I n

Het (A® k,Z/p Z)® Wn

to compute

Ext(A ® Wn, Z/pn Z) ~ Hom(Apn ® Wn, Z/pn Z)

II

Hom(En ® Wn, Z/pn Z)

st

H~t (A ® k, Z/pn Z)? Hom(En (k), Z/pn Z).

Combining these isomorphisms, and remembering that Ext = Extrigid
when either of the arguments is etale, we find a commutative diagram

n

p ) E®Wn~OO~En®Wn >-E®Wn

rigid restriction rigid '"
Ext (Ap~ ®Wn,Ga) > Ext (A®Wn,Ga)

t . ';').0'0-SI '(e<;\'(\.C
, 'd

Extngl (A®Wn,Ga)

S!

H~R(A®Wn/Wn)

sj
H~ris (A ® k/Wn)·

It is clear from the construction of 13nthat we have a commutative

diagram

D(E ® Wn /Wn) ~ Ext(E ® Wn, Ga) ~ Hom(Eu ® Wn ,Ga)

(\ (En isJ constant)
Horn (EnCWn)' Ga(Wn))

II
Hom(En (k), Wn)

1\

Hom{En (k),Z/pn Z) ®Wn·
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COROLLARY 5.7.7. Let A be an abelian scheme over the Witt vectors

W(k) of a perfect field k of characteristic p> O. Then we have a short

exact sequence of W(k)-modules

( ) Ga\(k(k)
a ~ (H~t(A®k,Zp)®W(k) ~

H~ris (A ® kIW(k)) -- D( AIW(k) ) ~ 0,

in which k denotes an algebraic closure of k, and in which the galois group
_ L - -

Gal (kl k) acts simultaneously on H et (A ® k,Zp) and on W (k) by "trans-

of "port 0 structure.

to compute

Next use the sequence

O~Apn®Wn~A®Wn

n
p

~ A®Wn~O

in which the arrow*** is "push-out" along the homomorphism

Z/pn Z ~Wn ~(Ga)Wn'
QED
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COROLLAR y 5.7.8. Let A be an abelian scheme over theWitt vectors of a
perfect field k of characteristic p> O. The above exact sequence is the
Newton-Hodge filtration

o > (slope 0) )H~riJA®kIW) ) (slope>O) )0

of H~TiJ A ® kl W) ) as an F-crystal.

Proof. One can obtain this sequence either by passing to Gal(k/k)

invariants in the already-established analogous sequence for A ® W (k),

or by repeating the proof given for the proposition. In the latter case, one
finds, in the notations of the proof,

S any subset of { I,... ,N} .

~limHj(K-® R.).~
209

~ limHioR (V®RnIRn).~

Hj(K-®R)

HiOR (VIR)

Proof Pick coordinates Xl" .. ,XN for V. Over any ring R, we can

define a ZN -grading of the de Rham complex of R[[Xp ... ,XN]]/R, by

attributing the weight (ap- .. ,aN) e ZN to each "monomial"

a dX
(ITXj ') (IT _J)

J'S Xj

Thus let K denote any complex of free finitely-generated Zp-modules.

We must show that for a Z-flat p-adic ring R we have

LEMMA 5.8.1. Let R be a Z-flat p-adic ring, and let Rn = RlpnR. For
any formal Lie variety V over R, we have isomorphisms

What is important for us is that each of these complexes is obtained from

a complex of free finitely generated Z-modules (!) by extension of scalars
to R.

a·
® (R I) R).

iwithaj ~l

If some aj ~ I, and all aj ~ 0, the complex 0- (aI,. .. aN) is the tensor

product complex

5.8. THE MISSING LEMMAS. It remains for us to establish the "general

fact" (5.7.7), and to establish the isomorphism (5.7.9). In fact, the two

questions are intimately related. We begin with the second.

Exterior differentiation is homogeneous of degree zero, and the de Rham

complex is the product of all its homogeneous graded pieces

0-= ITO-(ap ... aN).

Because both cohomology and inverse limits commute with products,

we are reduced to proving the lemma homogeneous component by

homogeneous component.

The individual complexes 0 - (a I" .. aN) are quite simple. They vanish

except when all aj ~ O. The complex 0- (0, ,0) is

R---+O---+O---+ .

QED

'" ~ lim H~R (A ® Wn (k)/Wn (k»~H~R (AjW(k»

D(E ® Wn (k)/Wn (k» ~ Hom(Eu ® Wn (k), (G.) Wn(k))

~ Hom(En (k), Wn (k)GaJ(k/k)

~ Hom(A n (k), Wn (k» Gal(k/k)p -

( ) Gal(k/k)
= H~t (A ® k,Z/pn Z) ® Wn (k)

and the rest of the proof remains unchanged.

Proof. Since F induces a a-linear automorphism of

(HIe. (A ® k,Zp) ® Wet) )G.I _

( )Gal(k/k)
~ Hom(T,,(A ® k), W(k)) ,

'"

it remains only to see that F is topologically nilpotent on D(A/W(k», for

its p-adic topology. Because D(A/W(k» is afinitely generatedW(k) sub-1 '" "-
module of HDR (AjW(k», the topology induced on D(A/W(k» by the

inverse limit topology on H~R through the isomorphism (cf. lemma
5.8.1 _ahead)

(5.7.9)

must be equivalent to the p-adic topology in D(AjW(k». So it suffices to

remark that Fn annihilates H~R (A ® Wn IWn) (indeed Fn annihilates

QiA<8lW /W for i ~ I, since for any pointed lifting of X ~XP, F(dX)n n

= d(F(X» = d(XP + pY) e pal) to establish the required topological

nilpotence of F on D(A/W). QED
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H~i,(A®k/W)~HiOR (A/W)

t If,!'
yieriJBo®kfW)~yioR (BfW)

Passing to the inverse limit over n, and using the previous lemma to

identify the right-hand inverse limits, we obtain a commutative diagram

For each n, we have a commutative diagram

H' "" r---- i "" _u.' "" ,l "" fW "",. H' A~""W fW )OR (A""W.fW.)=eH,n,(A""l<fW.)--->-H""(U""k/W.)=eHoR(U",,W •• )~ 0.( "" ••

"~(8@ w .fW.),"l(8@'fW.)-"'4"l(V@ww.), H'~ (ViW.fW.)-"'4" ~ (t@W.fW.1I ~

Hieri,(A ® kfW) ~ HioR(A/W) restriction ~ HioR(AjW)

t (f,)' .. t (1'.)'
Hi . (B ® kfW) ,..,Hi (BfW) restrIctiOn.:r Hi (B/W)ens - DR DR •
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Proof. rffo lifted, this would be obvious. But it does lift locally, which

is enough for us. More precisely, let U C A and V C B be affine ~pen

neighborhoods of the marked W-valued points of A and B respectively
such that fo maps V ® k to U ® k. Because V is affine and U is smooth
over W, we may successively construct a compatible system of Wn -maps

fn :V ®Wn ~ U ® Wn with fn+1== fn mod p. The fn induce
compatible maps fn :13® Wn ~ A ® Wn of formal completions,
but these t need not be pointed morphisms.

We denote by f 0() : B -- A the limit of these fn. (Strictly speaking,

f 0() only makes sense as a map of functors when we restrict B and A to
the category of p-adic W-algebras.)

is commutative.

completions viewed asfunctors only on p-adic W-algebras. Then the diagram

restriction ~ HiOR( A/ W)

" " t (f)'
restrictIOn »- HiOR( B/ W)

I" " .... '00 e". • "-" I
. CRYSTALliNE COHOMOLOGY ."

~o
n

o >' Ke®R P ) Ke®R ) Ke®Rn

We now turn to the proof of the "general fact."

LEMMA 5.8.2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, A and B

two proper, smooth pointed W(k) -schemes, fo: B® k~A ® k a

pointed k-morphism and.7: B ~ A a W-lifting of fo to the formal
210

~ = pan+! + d(bn)

p(pan+2 + d(bn+1 )) + d(bn)

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

d( :2 pi b n + i )-
i~o

= Rn Ef>(EBR..i)·

To see that the natural map

Hi (Ke<8>R) >' lim Hi eKe ® R) ® R..-+--

is an isomorphism, use the Z-flatness of R and the Z-finite generation
of the Ki to write

Hi (Ke®R) ~ Hi (Ke) ® R = (fin. gen_ Z-module) ® R
n· .

(Zn Ef>( EBZ/ 1) $( pnm~-IO-p)) ® RP torsIOn

gives a "universal coefficients" exact sequence

0--+ Hi (Ke®R)®Rn-+ H' (Ke®Rn)--+- pn _Torsion(Hi+1 (Ke®R))-+O.

Passing to the inverse limit over n leads to an exact sequence

O~ lim Hi (Ke®R)®Rn-+ lim Hi (Ke ®Rn) --+ Tp(Hi+1(Ke®R))-+ O.+- ~
To see that Tp(Hi+! (Ke® R)) vanishes, notice that an element of this

T p is represented by a system of elements a" E" Ki+ 1 ® R with d(~) = 0,
P an+l =~- d(bn), ao = 0; because both Ki ® Rand Ki+l <8>Rare

p-adically complete and separated, we may infer

The exact sequence of complexes
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So it suffices to consider the situation

n . 3n + d(bn) = 0 for n ;:::1.

T~p

T~O

). R[[X]]--)R[[X,TJ]

ao

I ts images under T ---+ 0 and T ---+ pare

L anpn
n~O

d(<1n)=O forn;:::O,

QED

n

wIT=o-W/T= - L 3npn=d(L~·b).p b::>:1 n::>:1 n n

j~,j~ :HiOR (VjR) ). HOR (V'jR)

respectively. Their difference, if w is closed, is exact, namely

with an, bn 's forms on R[[X]]. This form is closed if and only if

A form won R[[X, T]] may be written uniquely

" n " n dTw= L.<1n·T+L... bT-
n::>:0 n::>:1 n T

Proof: If we had fi == fz mod I' with I' C I a finitely generated ideal,

then we could repeat the proof of the previous lemma, introducing several

are equai.

It seems worthwile to point out that this last lemma can be considerably

strengthened.

LEMMA 5.8.4. Let R be a p-adic ring, Ie R a divided power ideal, V

and V' lll'oformal Lie varieties over R, andfI,fz two morphisms offunctors

V' ~ V of the restrictions of V, V' to the category of p-adic R-algebras.

ff f1 == 12 mod r then for all i the induced maps

and show that these two maps have the same effect on H DR .

rpi

I T~O 1
R[[Y]] ) R[[X, T]] ) R[[X]J.

I ~ T-+p' r
'Pz

To conclude the proof, we need to know that the induced map

LEMMA 5.8.3. Let R be a p-adic ring. Let V and V' be formal Lie

varieties over R, and let f andf be mQrphisms of functors V' ~ V1 Z

of the restrictions of V', V to the category of p-adic R-algebras. Iff f1 Z

modp, thenfor each i, the induced maps

"* i A i A
(f~) :HOR (AjW) ) HOR (BjW)

rpl'rpz :R[[Yl'" .,YmJJ ) R[[Xl'" .,~JJ

.G,~:HioR(VjRj , dOR(V' jR)

depends only on the underlying map [0 :B ® k -- A ® k, and not on

t he particular choice of lifting. In fact this is true for the individual ~ as
well !

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

rp:R[[Yl' ... ,YmJJ ~ R[[Xl' ... ,~,T]]

rp(Y) = rpI(Y) + T· A(Y).

212

rpz(Y) = rpi (Y) + p 11 (Y).

are equal.

Proof (compare Monsky [39]). In terms of coordinates XI" .. ,Xn

forV', Yp- .. Ym for V, the corresponding R-algebra homomorphisms

Introduce a new variable T, and consider the map

are related by

We have a commutative diagram of algebraic homomorphisms

I'---"
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'Px : C ~ J

Therefore it suffices to show that the composite maps

f~ ..
. ~ . prOjectIon .

H'DR (VjR) ~ H'OR (V/jR) ~H'OR (V'jR)(a1""'~)
f*2

r

~
••

t

'"!

"
(Cx/R)

" )*
(9'x HI--+ DR

" *

DcJ/R) c (9'x) -+ H1(Cx/R)
U t
~j ,..., -+ HO(C, nlCjR ).
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"
D(J/R)

1 ,..., 1 °
{H (J,Oj) )- H (C, c)

H0(J, n~/R ) = ~ j ,..., ~ HO(C, n~/R )

H10R (J/R) ,..., ~ H~R (CjR)

THEO'REM5.9.2. The composite map

5.9.4

"
Proof Because J is p-divisible, the natural map ~ j --+ D(J IR) is

injective.

" *
" I" (9'x) I"

D(J/R) C HOR (J/R) ~ HOR (Cx/R).

is injective, i.e., a non-zero differential of the first kind cannot beformally
exact.

The corollary then follows immediately from the theorem and the

commutativity of the diagram

COROLLARY5.9.3. The natural map
° 1 1 "

H (C,nCjR) ~HOR(CxIR)

" " "
9'x :Cx ~ J,

is injective.

whence an induced map on cohomology.... ,.

which are independent of the choice of the rational point x.

Let Cx denote the formal completion of C along x; it is a pointed formal
Lie variety of dimension one over R. Because 9'x(0) = 0, 9'x induces

a map of pointed formal Lie varieties

5.9.1

Cartier divisor in C x S. As is well-known (cf. [44], [45]), this morphismR

induces isomorphisms

HiDR (V' (R) (ap.' .~).HiDR(V' jR) = II(a1,···an)

5.9. ApPLICATIONTO THE COHOMOLOGY OF CURVES. Throughout

this section we work over a mixed-characteristic valuation ring R of
residue characteristic p, which is complete for a rank-one (i.e., real

valued) valuation. Let C be a projective smooth curve over R; with

geometrically connected fibres of genus g. Its Jacobian J = Pico(CjR)
is a g-dimensional autodual abelian scheme over R. For each rational

point x e C(R), we denote by 'Px the corresponding Albanese mapping

agree, for every (ap.' .,~) € Zn. But for fixed (aw' .,~), these
composites depend only on the terms of total degree :::;2 a; in the power
series formulas for the maps f l' f 2' Thus we are reduced to the case when

fl and f2 are each polynomial maps. QED

REMARK 5.8.5. If the ideal I is closed, the proof gives the same invari

ance property for the groups HiDR(V /R; I) defined as the cohomology of

"10 i-I" d "i d Oi+1
VIR > VIR ~ VIR

given on S-valued points, S any R-scheme, by

9'x (y) = the class of the invertible sheaf I(y) -I ® lex),

where I (y) denotes the invertible ideal sheaf of y E C(S) viewed as a
214

new variables Ti, one for each generator of I'. ln particular, the lemma is

true if f1 and f2 are polynomial maps in some coordinate system. But we
easily reduce to this situation, for in terms of coordinates Xl" .. x,. for
V' , we have a Zn -graduation of its de Rham complex and a corresponding

product decomposition
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To prove t he theorem, we choose an in leger n ?:: 2g - I, and con::.ider the
!tLq-)Jqng

1,1) rD .fj), :" ~.!

zJc'1ii-!:,·d

(n) _)'
q:;. (y ... "V,) = _ p(y.),

" .-! "" j 1=1 -'. - ,

lhc,Ltl11lnation ',tking place in J. Passing to formal completions, we obtain

'" In) _A n A
rp, :(Cx) ~J

lk:tlned by

A(n) "'P, (YI""'YD)= 4 'P,(Yd.

In tenns of the projections

P~i: (ex>" ---+ e,
onto the various factors, we can rewrite this as

D

""(0) "A A.'Px = L. 'Px 0 prj,;=1
A

the summation taking place in the abelian group of pointed maps to J.
Because D(1/R) is defined to consist precisely of the primitive elements in1 " A

HDR CJ/R), we have, for any a E D(J/R),
D D

......() * "A A * "A *" *(rp,n ) (a) = ,L. ('Px oprJ (a) = ,4 (pr;) ('Px) (a).1=1 1=1

Therefore the theorem would follow from tl1e injectivity of the map

(~~D»*:D(1/R) -~ H~R(((',)"fR),

Beccmse O(1IR) is a flat R-module contained in H~R (fIR), it suffices to
show that the kernel of the map

(A(D)* • HJ 'J/R)p, . DR \ >

consists entirely of torsion elements. In fact, we will show that this kernel

i, annihilated by 11!. To do this, we observe that the map

~:D) : CD __ --+ J

i, oh\.'iol1s1y invariant under the (lction of the symmetric group @" on e"
~ us

CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY

by permutation of the factors. Therefore we can factor it

n '1T D rp
C ) Symm (C) ) J.
I t

(n)
'P,

Passing to formal completions, we get a factorization
A

An 'IT n" if1 A
(CX> ) Symm (Cx) ) J

I ~t
A(D)
'Px

We will first show that (~) * is injective on H lOR ,by showing that the

map ~ has a cross-section. This in turn follows from the global fact that

rp is a pD-g -bundle over J which is locally trivial on J for the Zariski

topology. To see this last point, take a Poincare line bundle 'if on C x J.
Because n;::: 2g- I, the Riemann-Roch theorem and standard base

changing results show that the sheaf on J given by (pr 2)* ('if ® pr~
(I -I (X)®D» is locally free of rank n + I-g. The associated projective

bundle is naturally isomorphic to rp.

It remains only to show that the kernel of the map

"* 1 n'" 1 An
('1T) : H DR (Symm (C')/R) ) H DR «Cx) IR)

is annihilated by n!. But if a one-form won SymmD (e.) becomes exact
" n A n

when pulled back to (CX> , say w = dfwith f E A «Cx) ), then

n!w= L O'(w)=d(L O'(f)
af!Sn O'E"Sn'

D A

IS exact on Symm (Cx)'
QED

REMARK. The fact that for nlarge the symmetric product SymmD (C)

is a projective bundle over J may be used to give a direct proof that C and

J have isomorphic HI,S in any of the usual theories (e.g., coherent, Hodge,

De Rham, etale, crystalline ... ).

THEOREM5.9.5. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, k its

algebraic closure, C a projective smooth curve over W(k) with geometri

cally connected fibre, J = Pico (CjW(k)) its Jacobian, x E C(W(k)) a
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IGaltkll

()_(H~, IC®k.Z,)® WI!.:)) ---+- H~R(CIW)---+-(imageof}[loR ICfW) inH'OR (C,IWlki )--+0

ii A It
o --+(slopeO)----- H c",iC®kjW(ki )----i'-(slope >0) ~o.

rational point ofC, and 'Px : C ----+ J the corresponding Albanese mapping.
There is an exact sequence of W-modules

••

i

~

"
~
*

4"

~
~3•
,.!"..

If
't

b(n) E W(Fq)'w = :2 b(n)'Xo dX
0>1 --_ X

congruences

b(n) b(nq) b(nqr)--+aJp) .-+ ...+a.{p) _EpW(Fq)
n nq nqr

for every rational n > O.

Proof. Let J denote the Jacobian of C/W (Fq), and denote by W E ~ J

the unique invariant one-form on J which pulls back to give w under the
Albanese mapping fx' The group G operates, by functoriality, on J and

on ~J' and the isomorphism ~J ~ HO(C, OIC/W) is G-equivariant.
Therefore; lies in (~J)p. Via the G-equivariant inclusion

~J C D(PlcJfW)

219

VI. Applications to congruences and to Honda's conjecture. Let C

be a projective smooth curve over W(Fq) with geometrically connected
fibres. Let G be a finite group of order prime to p, all of whose absolutely
irreducible complex representations are realizable over W(Fq) (e.g., if

the exponent of G divides q-l, this is automatic). Suppose that G

operates on C by W(Fq)_automorphisms. Then G operates also on

C ® Fq by Fq_automorphisms. For each absolutely irreducible repre
sentation P of G, let P l,p(T) E W(Fq) [T] be the numerator of the assO-
ciated L-function L(C ® FqfFq,G, p ;T);

r

PI,p (T) = 1 + al(p)T + .. , + ar(p)T .

Let W E HO(C, Q ~/W)P be a differential of the first kind on C which

lies in the p-isotypical component of HO (C, Q ~/W ). Let x E C(W (Fq))

be a rational point on C, and let X be a parameter at x (i.e., X is a coordi
nate for the one-dimensional pointed formal Lie variety ex over W(Fq».

Consider the formal expansion of w around x :

We extend the definition of b(n) to rational numbers n > 0 by decreeing

that b(n) = 0 unless n is an integer.

THEOREM 6.1. ln the above situation, the coefficients b(n) satisfy the

IX

,.,

(CxfW(k)) ,B ~ HIDRH~riJC ® kfW(k))

O~(Hlet (C ® k,Zp) ®W(k»)Gal(~/kl

I I "
H DR (CfW( k) ) > H DR (CxfW(k))

in HIDR (CfW(k)):=:: Hleris (C ®kfW(k)) is the "slope-zero" part
of the F-crystal H~riJC® kfW(k)), i.e., we have a commutative
diagram

H~" (C®(/W (k» -"'+- H'0. (C/W(k» res". > H~>R (~./W(k)).
B

By construction, IX is functorial in (C, x) ® k. By lemma (5.8.2), B is
similarly functorial. To see that the sequence is exact, use the fact that the
Albanese map induces isomorphisms on both crystalline (or de Rham!)
and etale HI·s, (cf. SGAI, Exp, XI, last page, for the etale case), i.e., we
have a commutative diagram

o (H~, (J ®k. Zp)@W(k)) G,I ~ H ~'i'(J ® kfW(k)- D(J/W(k»- 0

il (97,®k)" ll(9i',@k)* 1(~,)·
(H~, (C®k,Zp)®W(k)(j""'~H'c<,,(C@kfW(k»~ H1DR (C,/W(k».

COROLLARY 5.9.6. (1) The kernel of the "formal expansion at a point"

map

(2) The image of the ''formal expansion at a point" map is the

"slope> 0" quotient of Hieris (~ ® kfW(k) ) •.this quotient is isomorphic,
via the Albanese map 'Px' to D( JfW(k)).
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the maps in which are functorial in (C, x) ® k CIS pointed k-scheme.

Proof. The map ex is defined exactly as was its abelian variety analogue

(cf. 5.7.1); the map B is defined as the composite
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the cohomology class of w is represented by the series

and the cohomology class of Fi(w) is represented by

In terms of the isomorphism

H~R (C,/W;(p» (,.." {fEK[[XJllf(O)=O,dfintegral}

{f e pW[[Xlllf(O) = O}

,.." '"

cu e(D(p) (J/W)'f.

Now let F denote the Frobenius endomorphism of J ® Fq relative to
FlJ . Then both F and the group G act on J @ Fq . By (4.2), we know that

(Fr +aI(p)FH + ... + aJp»'Proj(p) =0

in End(J@Fq) @ W(Fq). Because Dc.T/W) is an additive functor ofz ,.."

J @ Fq with values in W(Fq)-modules, and w lies in its p-isotypical
component, it follows that

f(X) = 2:
0>0

b(n) xn ,n

r ,..."., r-l ,...., I"ttJ

F (w)+aI(p)F (cu)+ ... +ar(p)'w=O

The relation (6.1.3) thus asserts that
r r-l

f()(I ) + aI(p)f()(I ) + ... + a,(p)f(X)

is a series whose coefficients all lie in pW(Fq). The congruence asserted
in the statement of the theorem is precisely that the coefficient of Xnq' in

this series lies in pW (Fq). QED

REMARK. In the special case G = {e}, p trivial, the polynomial

Pl.p (T) is the numerator of the zeta function of C ® Fq, and every
differential of the first kind w e HI (C, n~/w ) is p-isotypical. The result
ing congruences on the coefficients of differentials of the first kind were
discovered independently by Cartier and by Honda in the case of elliptic
curves, and seem by now to be "well-known" for curves of any genus.
[I], [5], [8], [22]).

THEOREM6.2. Hypothesis and notation as above, suppose that the

polynomial PI.p (T) is linear

PJ.p (T) = 1 + al ( p) T,

i.e., that p occurs in HI with multiplicity one. Then

(1) ad p) is equal to the exponential sum S(C® Fq/Fq, p,l) and for
every n ~ 1 we have

6.I.I

in D(p) cJ/W).

The Albanese map 'Px : C ---. J induces a map

'" '" '"

'P, : Cx ). J,

whence a map

'" *
'" I A- ('Px) I A

D(p) (J/W)C HDR (J/W;(p» ). HDR (C,;(p»

which is functorial in the pointed schemes (1,0) ® Fq and (C"x) ® Fq.
So if we denote also by F the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism of
Cx@ Fq, we have

A * A *
('Px) °F=Fo('Px) ,

whence a relation

6.1.2 Fr(w)+al(p)Fr-1 (cu)+ '" +a,(p)'w=O
. I A-

m H DR (Cx/W;(p».

The asserted congruences on the b(n)'s are simply the spelling out of
this relation. Explicitly, in terms of the chosen coordinate X for e" a
particularly convenient pointed lifting of F on e, ® Fq is provided by

F:XI ).)('1.

f(Xqi) = 2: b(n) Xnq i .
n

220 (-ad p) l = - S{C®Fq/Fq, p,n).
221
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N
b(nq )

ord ( N )=ord(b(n)/n)-Nord(al(p))·
nq

Letting N ----+- co, we get the asserted limit formulas for - al (p) and for

_ q/al (p). By the Riemann Hypothesis for curves over finite fields, we
know that -q/al(p) is the complex conjugate al(p)· Let P denote the

contragradient representation of p; because the definition of the L-series

L(e ® Fq/Fq, G, p; T) is purely algebraic, the L-series for p is obtained

by applying (any) complex conjugation to the coefficients of the L-series
223

Therefore we may divide the congruences, and obtain
N

(qb(nq ) )
ord N+l + al(p) ~ l+(N+l)ord(al(p)) -ord(b(n)/n)

b(nq )

(b(nqN+1) q) q b(n)
ord N + - ~ l+ord(_-)+Nord(al(p)-ord(-).

b(nq ) al(p) al(p) n

and the fact that ord (al (p)) > 0, it follows easily by induction on N that

ord (b(n)/n) ~ O.

From the congruences
b(n)

b(nq)
modpW- == -a (p)-

n

I nq

b(nqN) b(nqN+l )

modpWN == -al(p) N+l nq nq

If al (p) were a unit, we could infer (by induction on the precise power of

p dividing n) that
q b(n)

for alln ~ 1,- .-- E W(Fq)'p n

In particular, we would find that%,w is formally exact at x, which by

(5.9.3) is impossible.

Given that al (p) is a non-unit, choose n such that b(n) is a unit. Then

lim q' b(nl )
N -+ 00 b(nqN+\ )
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-S(C®Fq/Fq,p,l) = -al(p)

-S(C®Fq/Fq,p,l) = -al(p)

w = L b(n)X' dXX

Consider the congruences satisfied by th.e b(n):

An elementary "q-expansion principle"-argument (cf. [28])

shows that if all b(n) are divisible by p, thenCil is itself divisible by p in

HOeC, n~/w ). So after dividing w by the highest power ofp which divides
all b(n), we obtain an element W E HO (C, Q1c/w)' which has some
coefficient a unit.

b(n) b(nq)
__ + al(p)-- E pW(Fq)'n nq

If p also occurs in HO(C, n1c/w), pick any non-zero w m

HO(C, nlC/w)' and look at its formal expansion around x:

_q . b(nqN+l )= =hm N-
aJ p) N-+oo b(nq )

Proof. If p occurs in HI with multiplicity one, then p must be a non
trivial representation of G (for if p were the trivial representation, G
would have a one-dimensional space of invariants in HI; but the space

of invariants is Hl of the quotient curve C ® Fq modulo G, so is even

dimensional!). Therefore p does not occur in HO or HZ, as both of these

are the trivial representation of G. The firs t assertion now results from

(1.1).

(2) If p occurs in yO (C, OIC/W)' then ordp (al (p)) > 0, i.e. al (p) is

not a unit in W(Fq).

(3) If p occurs in yO (C, OIC/W)' choose W E HO (C, n1qW Y to be
non-zero, and such that at least one of coefficients b(n) is a unit in W( F'q ).

For any 1'1 such that b(n) is a unit, the coefficients b(nq), b(nl), .,. are
all non-zero, and we have the limit formulas (in which p denotes the con-

tragradient representation)

222
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The eigenvalue of F on the Xr x X, -isotypical component of HI is the

negative of the Jacobi sum Jq (Xr, X,). There we obtain the limit formulas

for p. Therefore aI (p) = aI (p), and p alsQ Occurs in HI with multiplicity
one. QED

Example 6.3. Consider the Fermat curve of degree N over W(Fq), with
q == I mod N. For each integer 0 ~ r ~ N -I, denote by Xr the character
of P-N given by

Xr(O= Cr.

We know that under -the action of P-N x P-N (acting as (x,y) ~
a X,, 'y) in the affine model xN + yN = I), the characters which occur
in HI are precisely

-Jq (X" X,) lim
n -> CJ()

r

(_I)N(q-I).qn

(~ - I )
'q' N

~(qn -I)N

(2. - I )%(qn+1 _ 1)

the <:orresponding eigen-differential wr" is given by

= ntl b(n)xD dxX

each with multiplicity one. Those which Occur in HO(Q 1) are preciselythe

= L (_I)j(NS - I) r+Nj dx)'>0 . x -- J x

(.2.--1 )~(qn+l_ 1)

(2-1 )~(qn _ I)

(_ 1)~(q_l).qn

lim
n ->00- Jq (X N -r , X N _, ) =

':(T,X) ~aNT"X).

225

valid for I ~ r, s ~ N - I, r + s =1= N. These formulas are the ones
originally conjectured by Honda, and recently interpreted by Gross
Koblitz [1:' in terms of Morita's p-adic gamma function.

VII. Application to Gauss sums. In this chapter we will analyze the
cohomology of certain Artin-Schreier curves, and then obtain a limit
formula for Gauss sums in the style of the preceding section.

We fix a prime p, an integer N ~ 2 prime to p, and consider the smooth
affine curve U over Z[1jN(p-I)] defined by the equation

TP _T=XN.

It may be compactified to a projective smooth curve Cover Z[ljN(p-I)]
with geometrically connected fibres by adding a single "point at infinity",
along which T -I{Nis a uniformizing parameter.

The group-scheme P- N(p-I) operates on U, by
( ~-I )Z(q' -I) .

I ~r,s~N-I,r+s=l=N,

I~ r,s~N-I,r+s<N,

224

b( n r nrq )=(-I)N(q -I)

dx
= xr y' -r;r.

xy

Xr X Xs

Xr X Xs

Wr,s

(.Or,s

If we expand wr" at the point (x = 0, y = I), in the parameter x, we obtain

s dx
r N --I -

=x (I-x )N x

Conveniently, the first non-vanishing coefficient b(r) is I. The successive
coefficients b(rqn) are given by
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(a,t) (b.t1) = (a+?; -Nb.t tl)'

(3) The characters of P.N(p-l) which oaur in HI OR (C ® Q/Q) are

precise ly those whose restrictions to P.N is non-trivial, and each of these
occurs with multiplicity one.

In characteristic p, there are new automorphisms. The additive group

Fp operates on C@Fp by

.;.

••

T

~
;.;.

~
:ii
••l"
7

~"

COROLLARY 7.3. 1) Over any finite extension Fq of Fp which contains all

the N(p-J)'st roots of unity (i.e., q == 1 mod N(p-J), the Frobenius F

relative to Fq operates as a scalar on each of the spaces (HI) x, X a non-

trivial character of P.N' This scalar is the common value
-gq(tJs,X:P}
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Let E be a number field containing the N(p-l) 'st roots of unity, P a

p-adic place of E, Fq a finite extension of the residue field F N (p), of P, G
the abstract group Fp ~ I-'N(p_I)(Fq). Let HI denote any of the vector

spaces H~(C ® Fq)~ E ~ for I f p, or H~ris(C ® Fq I W (Fq)) ® K.

By functoriality, the group G operates on HI. Because the center of G

is I-' N (Fq ), the decompositionHI = ® (HI?

of HI according to the characters of I-'N is G-stable.
PROPOSITION 7.2. For each of the N - J non-trivial E-valued characters X

of I-'N(E)~I-'N(FN(P»)= P-N(Fq), the corresponding eigenspace

(HI) x is a p _ 1 dimensional absolutely irreducible representation of G;
the restriction to Fp of ( HI) x is the augmentation representation of Fp ;
the restriction to I-'N(p-I) (F q) of (HI) x is the induction, from I-'N to

I-'N(p-I) ,0fX.

Proof. All assertions except for the G_irreducibility of (HI)X follow
immediately from the preceding lemma, giving the action of I-' N(p-I) , and
from Corollary (2.2), giving the action of Fp x I-'N' The irreducibility
follows from these facts together with the fact that in any complex repre

sentation of G, the set of characters of Fp which occur is stable under the

action of [J- N(p-I) in Fp by conjugation; because this action has only the

two orbits F; and 0 , as soon as anyone non-trivial character of Fp

occurs, all non-trivial characters must also occur.

The group Fp ~ I-'N(p-l) contains Fp x I-'N as a normal subgroup,

acting on C ® Fp in the usual manner.

REMARK. This action of a group of order pep - l)N on a curve of

genus g = 1(P- 1) (N - 1) provides a nice example of how "wrong" the
characteristic zero estimate 84(g - 1) can become in the presence of wild

ramification!

P-p-I ~F; = Aut(Fp)

o :'5:a:'5: N-2, O'5:b'5:p-2.

••

___ ~ aNT+ tNa,tX).
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-N

(a,t) :(T,X)

I-'N(p-I)

XaTb dT

XN-1

and tbe action is

Explicitly, the multiplication is

a: (T,X) • (T + a.X).

This action does not commute with the action of I-'N(p-I)' However, the

two together define an action of the semi-direct product

Fp t>< P-N(p-I)

formed via the homomorphism

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

This action extends to C, and fixes the point at infinity.

A straightforward computation gives the following lemma.

LEMMA 7.1. 1) The genus of C is !(N -1) (p -1), and a basis of

everywh~re holomorphic differentials on C is given by the forms

xa Tb dT
XN-1

with 0 < a '5:N-2,O'5: b '5:p-2,andpa + Nb < (p-1) (N-1)-1.

(2) The space H10R(C® Q/Q) ~ H10R(U@Q/Q) has dimen-

sion (N -1) (p -1), any d basis is given by the cohomology classes of the

forms
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we do by inspection:

COROLLARY 7.5. If ~ contains theN(p-l)'st roots of unity, then for

any non-trivial character X of P.N, any extension X I of X to P. N(p-I) and

any non-trivial additive character .p of Fp, the scalar by which F acts on

HI (C <8> Fq Y'is given by

{ FIHI (C®Fq jX = FIHI (C®Fq )pxX = -gq (,p, X;P)
II p-I

F\HI (C®Fq )XI = FIHYFermat®FqY I d?' = -Jq(X~ -I ,x1 ;P)

We now turn to the "determination" of the Gauss sum -gq(,p, X ;P)

over an Fq which is merely required to contain the Nth roots of unity.
Unless p- I and N are relatively prime, such an Fq need not contain the

N(p - 1),st roots of unity! Moreover, the Gauss sum does not in general
lie in the Witt vectors W(Fq), as it does when Fq contains the N(p- 1)' st
roots of unity!

=

QED

a+I-N

Tb+1d;~(~:-~) (Z-NY+I (-~dZ).

XaTb dT

XN-I

= Xa+I-N

Explicitly. the map is given rationally by the formulas

(W, V) on W N(p-I) + V N(p-I) = 1

~ N
(T,X) on TP - T = X

T = I/VN, X = WP-I /VP •

of tile Gauss sums attached to any of the non-trivial additive characters .p of

Fp.

Proof. Over such an Fq. Frobenius commutes with the action of G
on HI. so it acts on each (H1)X as a G-morphism. Because (HI)X is G

irreducible, this G-morphism must be a scalar, and this scalar is equal to
any eigenvalue of F on (H I) X • As we have already seen (2.1), these eigen
values are precisely the asserted Gauss sums, corresponding to the de

composition of (HI)X under Fp.

The common value of these Gauss sums over a sufficiently large Fq is
itself a Jacobi sum, in consequence of the fact that universally, i.e., over

Z[lfN(p- 1)]. the curve C is the quotient of the Fermat curve
Fermat (N(P-l» of degree N(p-l) by the subgroup H of

p. N(p-I) x P. N(p-I) consisting of all ( '1' '2) satisfying

rP-1 _ yP~ I-\' 2

p-I -p
H~R (C®Q/Q/I "') H~R (Fermat(N(p-l))®Q/Q/1 xXI

LEMMA 7.4. Let Xl be a character of f&N(p-1) whose restriction to /LN

is non-trivial. Under the map

we have

H~R (C<8>Q/Q) ~ ) HI (Fermat(N(p-l) )@Q/Qt

Let 7T denote any solution of
p-I

7T = -po

We recall without proof the following standard lemma (cf. [31]or [32] ).

LEMMA 7.6. ThefieldsQp (Cp) andQp (7T) coincide. There isa bijective

correspondence

primitive p'th roots of 1 ~ ~ solutions 7T of 7TP-I = - P

under which t ( )0- 7T if and only if

t == 1 + 7Tmod7T2.

For each solution 7T of 7TP-I = -p, we denote by

Proof. That HI (C)~ HI (Fermat)H in rational cohomology results
from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. Since the characters of

p. N(P-I) (resp of P.N(p-i) x f.LN(p-I) ) occur, if at all, with multiplicity
one in HI (C) (resp HI (Fermat) ). it suffices to check thatthe Xl-eigenspace
of HI (C) is mapped to the (X~ -1, X ;)-eigenspace of HI(Fermat). This

228
.p" :Fp
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the unique non-trivial additive character which satisfies

THEOREM 7.7. (1) For any W(Fq)-value.d point x on C, the '~formal

expansion" map is injective:

11"-
HCTiS(C ® Fq fW(Fq)) ® R rH OR (Cx ® R/R).

w \\ ;t
H10R (C ® RfR)

;
,i

!,,.
11

I

~

~

i¥-

~

~i!

4

~~~l~i
l

•~

_gq (1/I",Xa,'P) = Um q·b(aqr)

{ , ..•00

b(aqr+l)

( )(qr_l)~• r -'IT
wlthb(aq) = a .

((qr-l)N)!

f(Xq) + gq(t/J",Xa;P)·f(X)

f( Xq) + gq (1/1., Xa " P) .f( X)

( b(aqr) b(aqr+i) )
ord ------,--+ gq(t/J., Xa ;p). r+1 ~ -A

aq aq

for some constant A independent ofr. An explicit elementary calculation

shows that

has bounded denominators. The final limit formula comes from looking
successively at the coeficients of X aqr+i in the above expression; one has

We first deduce the corollary from the theorem. We know that F has

eigenvalue- gq(t/J.,Xa ;P) on the t/J.x Xa-eigenspaceof H\ris® Qp('fr),
hence F has the same eigenvalue on the image of this one-dimen
sional eigenspace in H10R (ex ® R/R) ® Qp ('fr). This image is spanned

by the cohomology class of df:therefore F + gq (t/J", Xa;p) annihilates
the class of df mod torsion, whence

7.8.1

has coefficients with bounded denominators, and we have a limit formula

Then the series

1 "-
~ HOR (C~ ®W(Fq)/W(Fq)).

11-
HcrjJC@FqfW(Fq))r:: >HDR(CX@ W(Fq)/W(Fq))

(2) Let 'fr be any solution of'frP-l = -p, tfi" the corresponding addi
tive character, a an integer 1 ~ a ~ N - 1 and X a the corresponding

nontrivial character of P-N (Xa (~) = ( ). If we take for x the point

(T = 0, X = 0) on C, with parameter X, then the image of

R = W(Fq )['fr]

which is a free W-module of finite rank (p- I), we may tensor with R to

obtain

H\ris (C ® Fq fW(Yq))

If we denote by R the ring

~ ••(1) == 1 + 'fr mod.".2.

Ifwe fix a W(Fq )-valued point x on C, we have 1he map "formal expansion
at x"

COROLLARY 7.8. Notations as above, let.f( X) denote the power series

(H~riS (C® Fq fW(Fq )) ®Qp('fr) /"XXa~HloR(CX ® R/R)®Q p(7f), R

is the one-dimensional Qp (7f ) -space spanned by the cohomology class of

exp( -7f XN) x" dX = ~ b(n)Xn dX .X L X

231

as r ) + 00 ,

1 ,..
H OR(Cx ® W/W)~

_ 00

HlcriJC ®Fq/W(Fq))

(b(aqr) )
ord 

aqr

and this allows us to "divide" the additive congruence and obtain the

asserted limit formula.

It remains to prove the theorem. In view of the exact sequence of

(5.9.5), the injectivity of
XnN+a

nN+a
(-'frf

n!
n ~ C)

Ln
b(n) xn

I(X) = 2
n ;?1

230
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Furthermore, there is a natural "formal expansion map" attached to
any R-valued point x of U ;

I "IC\--) H DR (U;l( \Of R/R) .H~_M(U® Fq ;R)

For the particular choice of point (T = 0, X = 0), the formal expansion
map carries

p adX N adX
exp ('lTT - 'lTT )X X I----+exp (- 'ITX )X X·

transforms by t/J. x Xa under the action of Fp x /LN' Therefore its
cohomology class in

1 dfn I' t
HW_M(U®Fq ;R)®Q=H (OU0R/R®A )®Q

lies in the t/J. x Xa eigenspace of H~_M' A direct computation ( [31],
[32]) shows that each of these eigenspaces is one-dimensional, and is
spanned by the above-specified form.

To conclude the proof, we need to identify H~M(U ® Fq ; R) ® Q with

Hlcris(C ® Fq/R) ® Q in a way compatible with the formal expansion

map and with the action of F and of F p x /LN' We will do this with a

somewhat ad hoc argument.

Because U is the complement of a single point in C, it follows from the

theory of residues for both H ORand H W_Mthat we have isomorphisms

HIOR(C®R/R)® Q':+HIOR(U® R/R)®Q~H~_M (U®Fq ;R)® Q.

These sit in a commutative diagram

®
I I I I ~

Hcris(C®Fq/R)®Q~H[)R (U®R/R)®Q~HwM(U®Fq ;R)®Q

tQ)~ ~ /®
(limH~ris(U ®Fq/R.. )®Q~(limH~R (U® Rn/R.. »®Q
-- ...•....•. ~- ~ "
CD r:l\"""""'" (lim H lOR(U, ® Rn/R.. ) ) ® QI 0 -- J" t

H~R (U, ®R/R)®Q

233

-gq(t/J,X) == -2 t/Jq(x)Xq (x).

Because I{Jq (x) = 1 ('IT) for all x, while Xq is a non-trivial character of
Fq x ~ we have

exp (_ 'IT X N ) adXX~
X

-g(¢;,X) == - 2: Xq(x)=Omod'IT.

(Alternately, one could observe that each non-trivial characterX of /LNhas

at least one extension X1 to ILN(p-l) which occurs in HO(C ® Q, OIC®Q );

the eigenvalue of FP -Ion this eigenspace is then a non-unit by (6.2.2);
as FJl -1 is a scalar on (HI)X, this scalar is non-unit.)

It remains to verify that the image of the t/J•• x Xa-eigenspace is indeed
spanned by

is equi valent to the absence of any p-adic unit eigenvalues ofF in H~ris'
But these eigenvalues are the Gauss sums

exp{ 'lTT - 'lTTP) XadXX
232

This seems to require the full strength of the Washnitzer-Monsky "dagger"
cohomology. as follows. Let At denote the "weak completion" of the

coordinate ring R[T ,X]/(TP - T - X N) of U ® R. Because U ® Fq is a
"speci al affine variety" with corrdinate X, there are unique liftings to A'

of the actions ofF and of the groupFp ® ILN whose effect on X is given by

{ F(X) = Xq(a,O(X) = 'X.

Thanks to Dwork, we know that the power series in T

exp{ 'ITT - 'ITTP )

actually lies in R[T] • , and hence in At , for any 'IT satisfying 'ITp-l = - p.

As Monsky pointed out, under the action of Fp on A' , this series trans
forms by the character t/J •. It follows that for I:s a :SN- I the differential
form

1-
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For a fixed integer i "2. 0, the map on positive integers

PROOF. Simply apply (7.9.3) successively to n, [nip]"" [n/pf-t]. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 7.9.4. Let q = pf with f "2. 1, 'It any solution of 'ltp-t = -p and

n "2. 0 any integer. Let

••

1!
:i
4.
3
~

..
-::;;

::;

O~ ni ~p-1

f-I .nrp(l + [nip'])
i=O

n=nO+nIP+'"

7.9.5

be the p-adic expansion of n. Then we have

(_ 'It tin! = (-1/ .('IT )"O+oI+···+nf-1

( _ 'It) [n{q] I[nlq]!

NICHOLAS. M. KATZ

A QUESTION (7.8.2). Let U be a smooth affine W-scheme which is the

complement of a divisor with normal crossings in a proper and smooth
W-scheme.

In this diagram, the maps Q), G) and ® are each compatible with the
actions of F and of F p Xp..N imposed by crystalline and by W-M theory

(simply because these actions lift to the U ®Wn)' Therefore the compati
bility of the isomorphism ® with the actions of F and of F p x p..N would
follow from the injectivity of arrows (}) and @. The injectivity of these

arrows follows from the commutativity of the diagram and the already

noted injectivity of arrow CD (which is injective exactly because F has

no p-adic unit eigenvalues in H ~ris of our particular C). Q.E.D.

Are the maps

H~R (UIW)@ Q __ .-) (Um H1DR (U <8> WnIWn))@Q<E--

n I ~ [n/pi]

extends to a continuous function Z p -+- Z p which we denote

7<"

,.

7.9 THE GROSS-KOBLITZ FORMULA. In this section we will derive the
Gross-Koblitz formula from our limit formulas.

Morita's p-adic gamma function is the unique continuous function

rp :Zp~Z;

whose values on the strictly positive integers are given by the formula

always injective? n I ~ [n/pi]p.

In terms of the p-adic "digits" of n, this map is just the i-fold shift: r

..
1•
t

..

~

t~!

f-I i
_ < p a: > = [- a: Ip ]p in Z

n = :L nj~ I ~ j~O nj+i ~ = [nlpi]

(7.9.8)

LEMMA 7.9.7. Let 0 < a: < 1 be a rational number with a prime-to-p

denominator. If l = 1 mod denom (a:) for some f "2. 1, then we have the

identity

(7.9.6)

(_1)n+l .n'

[n/p]!pln!P]

1 =

p{n

n
I~i::;nrp(1+n)=(-l)n+l.7.91

o ~ ~::; p-1
~< p-lfor somei.

f-1 .
A = ao + alP + .. , + af-I P ,

for i= 0,1, ... ,f -1 (where < > denotes the "fractional part" of a
rational number) .

PROOF. Write (pf _ 1) a:= A. Then A is an integer, 0 < A < pf - 1, so

we may write its p-adic expansion as(71 )n-p[n/P]

rp(l + n)
(-I)(- 'It tin!

( _ 'It ) (n I p] I[n/ p]!
(7.93)

where [ ] denotes "integral part."

LEMMA 7.9.2. For any integer n"2. 0, and any"" satisfving 'lTp-1 = -p,

we have the identity

PROOF. This is just a rearrangement of (7.9.1).
234

Q.E.D.
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We now extend the definition of a" to all n f! Z by requiring

Then

a" = a..+f V n f! Z.
be the p-adic expansion of (q~ I)~, and let

S((q-I)~) =aO+a1 + .. , +af_1

be the sum of thep-adic digits of (q-I)~. Then we have theformula

f-j f-i
P ~=p AfP -1

f-I
'" f+j-i
L.. ap

_ j=O J

- --f-p-l (7.9.10)
(-Tfl/n!

Um [n/q]/[ /q]!n -+-~ (_ Tf) n

(-1/' (Tf /«q-l)ao)
f-l
IT rp(J-<pi~»
i=O

whence

f-i-<p ~>

f-I .
L aj+ipJj= 0

p-l

f-I .
L aj+ipJj=o

f1- P

modZ

L aj+ipj>0L

in which the limit is taken over positive integers n which approach - ~
p-adica/ly.

Proof Simply combine (7.9.5) and (7.9.8), and use the p-adic con

tinuity of both rP and of n ~ [n/pi] QED

Combining this last formula with our limit formula for Gauss sums, we
obtain the Gross-Koblitz formulas.

But we readily calculate

~ [j{'p:,pj L

THEOREM 7.10. (Gross-Koblitz). Let N ~ 2 prime to p, E a number field
containing the Np'th roots of unity, P ap-adic place of E, Tf f! Ep a solution

of TfP -1 = - p, t/J •• the corresponding additive character of Fp , a an integer

1 $; a $; N -1, Xa the corresponding characer , ~ C of p. N , and Fq ,

q = / , a finite extension of the residuefield FN( P) of Eat P. We have the
formulas, in E P'

( Tf /«q-I)~)

-0:= A
-(I-p L

j~O

j
ajp.

(7.10.1 ) -gq(t/J ••,Xa;P)

f
(-1) 'q' IT

i mod f

piar (i-< -»
p N

QED

COROLLARY 7.9.9. Letq =/ withf ~ 1, Tf anysolutionofTfP -1=_p,
and c¥ any rational number satisfying

{ O$;~$;I(q-I) 0: f! Z. Proof The sequence n, = (q' - I) (a/N) tends to -a/N as r grows,
and satisfies [n,/q] = n,_1 for r ~ I. Therefore the first formula follows
from the limit formula (7.8.1) and from the preceding formula (7.9.10)

with ~ = a/No The second formula is obtained from the first by replacing
a by N-a. QED
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Let

. f -1
A = (q-J) ~= aO + alP + '" + af_1P ,
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O:$; aj $; p-I

(7.10.2) -gq(t/J .•,Xa;P) (Tf /«q-I)~) IT
i mod f

i
pa

rp«N»
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VIII. Interpretation via the De Rham-Witt Complex. Throughout

this chapter, we fix an algebraically closed field k ?f characteristic p, and
a proper smooth connected scheme X over its Witt vectors W = W(k).
For each n ~ 1, we denote by Xn the Wn -scheme X ® Wn.

w

The "second spectral sequence" of de Rham cohomology of Xn/Wn

E~,q(n) = HP (Xn, '*'6R (Xn/Wn» => HP+ q (X./Wn)

has an intrinsic interpretation in terms of X ® k as the Leray spectral
sequence for the "forget the thickening" map

(X ® k/Wn )eris ) (X ® k) Zar .

As such, it may be rewritten

E~,q(n) = HP eX ® k, Jt'~ris(X ® k/Wn » => HPe~sq(X ® k/Wn ).

An explicit construction of this spectral sequence may be given in terms
of the De Rham-Witt pro-complex on X ® k

{Wn!r} n

of Deligne and musie; it is simply the second spectral sequence of this
complex:

E~,q(n) = HP(X ® k,Jt'q(Wn n'» => HP+q (X ® k, Wn n·).

It is known that the E2 terms of this spectral sequence are finitely gene
rated Wn(k)-modules. Therefore we may pass to the inverse limit and
obtain a spectral sequence

EP,q = lim EP,q (n) => HP+ q (X ® k/W)2 +-- 2 ens .n

Let x be a W-valued point of X, and assume X connected. The formal
expansion map we have exploited

HieriseX ® k/W) ::::HioR (X/W) ) HioR CXx/W)

is the composition of the edge-homomorphism

Hicri.{X/W) ) ) E~ r- ) E~,i

with the natural map
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E~.i = ~HO(x",Jt"iOR (x.,/Wn)) )0 ~HiOR <'{x®Wn/Wn).
n

LEMMA 8.1. This map is infact injective; indeed, the induced maps

if (Xn , Jt"~R(Xn / Wn ) ) ---+ dOR(Xx ® Wn/ Wn)

are injective.

Proof Because X. is irreducible, it suffices to show

(*) for any closed point y of Xn, and any affine open V" Ywhich is
etale over standard affine space A = Spec(W. [T 1" •. ,To), the

natural map

HO(V,Jt"iOR(x.,/Wn))~ .)t"~R(Vy/Wn).

is injective.

For once (*) is established we argue as follows. Let E be a global section

over X nof Jt"iORwhich dies formally at x. We must show that for any
closed point z in X n' there is an open set V" z such that E dies on V.
Let U be an affine open neighborhood of x etale over A, and Van affine

open neighborhood of z €:taleover A. Because Xn is irreducible, un V
is non-empty. Let y be a closed point of Xn contained in un v.

o 0) z)
Then (*) for U" x shows that E dies on U. Therefore E ..dies formally

at y.Applying (*) to V" y, we find that E dies on V, as required.

We now prove (*). Let F: A~A(UI be any a-linear map lifting
absolute Frobenius (e.g. Ti~ T;). Because V is etale over A, F extends

uniquely to au-linear map F:V~V(u)which lifts absolute Frobenius.n (all)

Because all iterates of F, especially F :V~V .are homeomor-

phisms, the functor (Fn)* is exact. Therefore we have

to i 0 (Un) i
H : V , ~ DR(V/W n)) = ~ (Vn ,(F.n.)*(Jt"DR(V/W n»)(F )*Jt" DR (V/Wn) =;tt «F )*(OV/W))

But the complex (Fn)*( O· V/Wn)on V ("n) is a complex of locally free
239
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[Fi = §"~/W ~ (Fn)*(Jt"~R (V/Wn)) = Jt"i«FD)*O~/W)n D

sheaves of finite rank on V ("n), with (D-linear differential. For any

closed point y V, the formal stalk at y (an) is

(Fn)*(1l"y/wn) l!)y(~) ff;V("D),y("n)~ (Fn)*O·VyIWn·

("n)
Therefore the sheaves on V

~

...
cO

,.

~

"

:f

"-t

QED

LEMMA 8.2. The E~' 0 terms of the spectral sequence are given by

E2i•O :::: JieJ X® k,Zp) ® W(k)

Proof. For each integer n ~ 1, there is an isomorphism (cL (24], (25]

WD(OX®k ) ~Jt"~R(x,,/Wn)
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'"'" n

f I )- (Op'"
where again f € (DAdenotes any lifting of f.

is provided by

(DA®k '" ~ gr~ilJt"°(A/WD)

f~(FD)* ft) ,

By flatness again, this filtered isomorphism induces isomorphisms

gr ~il(jO ~/W) ::::(griFil§"~/W ) l!)Q9("n)(Dy("n)n n A

It remains to show that griFil(jO iA/W) is a locally free sheaf on A("n)Q9k.

It is certainly a coherent sheaf on A ('"n) (because the p-adic filtration on

(Fn)*O:/w is (DA("n)-linear), and it is killed by p; therefore it is a coherentn

sheaf on A ("n) Q9 k. Because it is coherent, it is locally free on a non-void

open set; if we knew that it were translation-invariant, i.e. isomorphic to
all it translates by k-valued points of A ("n) ® k, we would conclude that

it is locally free everywhere.

As a sheaf of abelian groups, it is visibly translation-invariant. It's

(DA("n)®k -module structure is the composite of its natural module-
structure over the sheaf of rings

gr~ilJt"~R (A /W n)

with the un-linear isomorphism

where f denotes any local section of (DAlifting f.

To conclude the proof, we must verify,that this isomorphism is trans-

lation-invariant. For this, it suffices to show that it is independent of

the particular choice of F lifting Frobenius which figures in its definition.

For this independence, we simply notice that an "intrinsic" description

of the same aD-linear isomorphism

(DA®k ..,.. ~ gr~ilJt"°(A/Wn)

a filtered

O·A/W ).r.

~A(an)

1

~V(an)

Fn

FD

A

V

I
is cartesian (because V is dale over A). Therefore we have an isomorphism

(Fn)* O·y/wn +-=:-«Fn )*O~/wn) <!>~("n) (!) y("D) .

Because (Dy("n) is flat over (!) A (17"), this isomorphism is

isomorphism (for the p-adic filtrations of O·y/w and ofn

whose associated graded sheaves are locally free sheaves on V (aD)® k.

We claim that the filtration induced by the p-adic filtration on O·V /W D

has this property.

To see this, we first reduce to the case V = A, as follows. The diagram

are coherent, and (by flatness of the completion) their formal stalks are

given by
A. i"

([F!) y(aD) = HDR (Vy /WD)

We must show that

H0(V(aD) ,§'i)<=-+- (Fi) y'("n) •

For this, it suffices to explicit a finite filtration

§' i ::> Fill jO i::> .. ,
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defined by
THEOREM 8.4. The exact sequence of terms of low degree

O-+H~JX®k,Zp) ® W-+H~riJX®k/W)~~,I-+O

'1 1
HI (X/W)formal.)HI (Xx/W)

DR expansIOn DR

defines the Newton-Hodge filtration on H~ris

O~(slopeO)-+H~riJX®k/W)-+ (slope> 0)-+0.

[When X/W is a curve, or an abelian scheme, this exact sequence coincides

with the exact sequence ((5.7.2) or ( 5.9.5)!]

Illusie and Raynaud have recently been able to generalize these results

to Hi. for all i. Their remarkable result is the following.ens

THEOREM 8.5. (Il/usie-Raynaud). Let Xo be proper and smooth over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > O. The second spectral

sequence of the De Rham- Witt complex

E'z,q = ~ if (Xo,Jt"q(Wn rt)) => H~:.q (Xo/W)
n

degenerates at Ez after tensoring with Q :

E;,q ® Q ::::Er::; ® Q, dr ®Q= Ofor r ~2,Z Z

and defines the Newton-Hodgefiltration on HeriJXo/W)® Q :

q - I < slopes ofE~·q ® Q ::;q.

COROLLARY 8.6. If Xo/k lifts to X/W; then for any W-valued point x
of X, and any integer i, the image oftheformal expansion map

Iieris(X®k/W)®Q ~ lIoR(X/W)®Q--+IioR(Xx/W) ® Q

is precisely the quotient "slopes > i-I" of Iieris® Q.

QED

~ EZ'oz

dz(X ® k/W) ---+- E ~'IO~E1.0 ---+-HI .
2 ens

Therefore we may calculate

E~'o = ~ Hi (X ® k, Jt"~R(Xo/Wn»
n

~ lim (f"'\(image of Fr on Hi (X ® k, Wn (OX@k»),+- r
n

:::: lim (fixed points ofF in Hi (X ® k, Wn (OX@k» ® Wn (k)+- ZjpnZ

:::: lim H~t(X ® k, Z/pn Z) ® Wn (k).+-
n

Consider now the exact sequence of terms of low degree

0-1 .

~ i ~ pn-I
(go,···,gn_l)I ) j~ p(g)""

where gj is a local lifting of gj e 0XQlIk to 0Xn (Compare (5.52».

For variable n, these isomorphisms sit in a commutative diagram

Wn+r(OX@k ) ). ~R(Xn+r /Wn+r )

i usual projection
n .

Wn (OXQlIk ) I reduction mod p

1 Fr
o

Wn (OX@k) ). Jt"OR(Xo/Wn).

LEMMA 8.3. The map d~' I :E~' I ).£;.0 vanishes

Proof Because both H~ris (X® k/W) and E~'o= H~JX ® k,Zp)®Wj

are finitely generated W -modules, we see that E~' I is a finitely

generated W-module. Therefore its inverse limit topology (as ll!!! E~' I (n»)
is equivalent to its p-adic topology. Because Fn annihilates the sheaf

Jt"~riS (X ® k/Wn), it annihilates its global sections E~' I (n), and hence

F is topologically nilpotent on E~' I. But F is an automorphism of the

finitely generated W-module E~'o; as dz commutes with F, this forces
d~' 1 to vanish.

QED

Thus we obtain the following theorem.
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(I)rm(t) = '1I'm/2O'm(t)t(m/2l-lj r(mj2) + 0(tm/4)

WE SHALL BE concerned here with two questions, motivated by

arithmetic, from the theory of modular forms. The first otie deals with

the estimation of the magnitude .0. of the Fourier coefficients of Siegel

modular forms, while the second pertains to certain generalized modular

relations (which may also be called Poisson formulae of Hecke type and)

which appear to provide some kind of a link between automorphic forms

(of one variable), representation theory and arithmetic.

~Modular forms of degree n

Let rm(t) denote the number of ways in which a natural number t can

be written as a sum of m squares of integers. We have the well-known

Hardy-Ramanujan asymptotic formula [H-R] for m > 4:
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with 0' m(t) denoting the 'singular series'. Arithmetical functions such as

rm(t) or, more generally, the number A(S, t) ofm-rowed integral columns

x with tx S x = t for a given m-rowed integral positive-definite matrix S

(where tx = transpose of x) occur as Fourier coefficients of modular

forms. While Hardy and Ramanujan used the 'circle method' to prove

(I), the approach of Hecke [H I] to (I) was via the decomposition of the

space of (entire) modular forms into the subspace generated by Eisenstein

series and the subspace of cusp forms, the explicit determination of the

Fourier expansion of Eisenstein series and the estimation of the Fourier

coefficients c(t) of cusp forms of weight k as c(t) = O(t k/2).

More generally, let A(S, T) be the number of integral matrices G such

that tGSG = T for n-rowed integral T (For any matrix B, let IB denote

its transpose and for a square matrix C, let tr(C) and det C denote its

trace and determinant respectively). For A(S, T), we have, as a 'generating

function', the theta series'" (S, Z) = 2: exp( 2 7T,;=I tr( G S G Z») where
G
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